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ACT to amend Section Fifty-four of AX ACT to
prevent the wearing of Spiked
Chapter Fifty-one of the Revised Stata
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i
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Section 1. No person wearing boots
Chapter
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!
in the future
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ad Counselors,
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committee to contract with and pay the
trustees of any academy in said town for
the tuition of scholars within such town, in
the studies contemplated by the six preceding sections, under a standard of scholarship to be established by such committee;
and when such contract has been made, the
school committee with an equal number
from the board of trust :es of such academy
shall form a joint committee for the selection of ail te-vhers, and the arranging of
the course of s: mly in such academy, when
such academy has less than ten thousand
and the expenditure
dollars endowment :
if any town for tuition in such academy
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AN ACT to amend Sect ion two of Chapter
ninety sis of tin* Raws of the year eighteen hundred m i eighty seven, providing
for IV* Extension of liaiireads.
Section two of chapter ninety-six of the
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the y ar eighteen hundred and
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’Section 6.
Tlio
municipal officers of
any town may, on payment of one dollar
em-h, grant licenses t.; suitable persons for
one ye;;-,
unless sooner revoked after notice and for cause, to
keep offices for the
of
purpose
obtaining employment; for domestics, servant.-; or other laborers, except
seamen, or of giving information
relating
thereto, or of doing the usual business of

intelligence offices; whoever keeps such an
office, without a license, forfeits not exceeding fifty dollars for every day that it
is so kept.
The keeper of an intelligence

CHAPTER

person

seeking

agency

of

employment

such

through

office, unless
employment of the kind sought for is actually furnished. The keeper of a licensed
intelligence office shall cause two copies of
this act, printed in type of sufficient size
to
be legible and easily read, to be con
spicuously posted in each room used or occupied fur the purposes of such intelligence
office.
Whoever violates the provisions of
this act shall have the license revoked,
and sliali •!*<.■ punished by fine not exceeding twenty dollars for each offense.’
t Approved Feb. fi.j
CHAPTER 4.
ACT to amend Paragraph four of Section one of Chapter seventy-one of the
Revised Statutes, relating to licenses to

sell Real Estate.
Section 1.
Paragraph

four of section
of chapter seventy-one of the revised
statutes is hereby amended by striking out
the words “right of dower” in the fourth
line and inserting in lieu thereof the followone

thinks proper, for a sufficient consideration,
any real estate held by him In right of his
wife, or any of her right and title by de-

by him’
take effect
I Approved Feb. 10.]

scent in any real estate owned
This act shall
Section 2.

when approved.

Sagadahoc.
Section 1.
Whoever, in any manner or
time within lour years of the approval of this sT, shall hun:, chase, catch,
kill or destroy any deer within the counties of Cumberland, Sagadahoc and York,
forfeits
forty dollars for each deer so
hunted, chased, killed or destroyed.
Section L*.
All the provisions of chapter
thirty of the revised statutes relating to
with this act, are
not
inconsistent
deer,
hereby made a part of this art.
This act shall
take effect
Section 3.
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 10.J
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AN ACT for the better prof* :ion of Deer
in the counties of Cumberland, York and

office snail
not retain any sum of
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ia excess of one doilar, received from a

ing: ‘right and title by descent in any real
by him.’ so that said para80
graph. as amended, shall read as follows:
TV.
Of a husband or guardian of an
GS
insane wife resident in the county, to sell,
on such terms and conditions as the judge
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year

vided in section one of this act, and by
conforming 10 tnu general railroad laws of
words, tui state, so far as the same may be applidollar,' s:> that cable.
[Approved 1’cb. 10. J
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ranging of the course of study in such academy. when such academy has less than
ten thousand dollars endowment,’ so thatsaid section, as amended, shall read as follows

SIXTY-NINTH LEGISLATURE,

A. D. 1899.

CHAPTER 17.

CHAPTER 10.

Ing libraries, to cause the same to be cata
logued and placed lu proper cases for transportation and use, and to keep accurate accounts of all matters relating to the
expenditures of money, the transportation of libraries and such other statistics
aa the
commission may require.
Section G.
All expenditures of money
shall be made with the sanction of the
governor and council, and the commissioners shall make to them a yearly
report.
[Approved Feb. 23. J

hundred AN ACT to amend Section fifteen of Chapamend Clia»ter
ter one hundred and thirteen of the Reend forty-four of the Revised Statutes,
vised Statutes, pa amended by Chapter
relating to State Pensions.
three hundred and eighteen of the Public
Section one of chapter one hundred and
Laws of eighteen hundred and eighty-flve,
forty-four of the revised statutes, as amended by chapter one hundred and twenty-three
relating to Disclosures on Mesne Process.
Section 1.
Section fifteen of chapter one
of the public laws of eighteen hundred and
is
hundred
and thirteen of the revised statpensions,
state
ninety-live, relating to
hereby amended by adding next after the utes, as amended by chapter three hundred
clause, 'at least five years,’ in the eighth and eighteen of the public laws of eighteen
line, the following words ; ‘also any person hundred and eighty-five, is hereby amended
who lias served by enlistment In the army ; by striking out tha words “section twentyas amendor navy of the United States in the war one” in the third line of said act
with Spain, on the quota of Maine, and who ed and in place thereof insert the words
has been disabled by disease, wounds or ‘sections three, four, five, six and seven,’ so
AN ACT

one

to

injuries contracted or received In
service,’ so that said section, when
amended, shall read as follows :

said

‘.Section 1.

Any person

who has served

that said section shail read as follows :
'Section 15. When a person is arrested
imprisoned on mesne process in a civil
action, he may disclose as provided in

or

by cnlJ: '.ment in the army or navy of the sections three, four, five, six aud seven of
United Slates in the war of eighteen hun- this chapter, or he may be released, by givdred and sixty-one, on the quota of Maine, ing bond to the plaintiff In double the sum
and any person not on the quota of Maine, for which he is arrested or imprisoned, with
who has served in the army or navy of the surety or sureties, approved by him or by
United .States in said war, and who was a two or three justices of the peace and quoresident of this state at date of enlistment, rum of the county where the arrest or imand at time of making application for pen- prisonment is made, selected and proceedsion shall have been a resident of the state ing, as prescribed in section forty-two, conat least five years, also any person who has ditioned that, within fifteen days after rendiserved by enlistment !n the army or navy tion of judgment, or after the adjournment
of the United States in the war with Spain, of the court in which it is rendered, he will
on the quota of Maine, and who has been notify the creditor, his agent or attorney,
disabled by disease, wounds or other Injur- to attend at a certain place in the county,
ies contracted or received in said service, at. a time not more than thirty nor less
and who Is unable from his own resources than fifteen days after such notice, for the
examination :
end the United States pension to obtain a purpose of disclosure and
livelihood for himself and those dependent that he will then and there submit himself
upon him, shall be entitled to a pension to examination; make true disclosure of his
not exceeding business affairs aud property on oath, and
from
the state of Maine,
eight dollars a month, provided, he has abide the order of the justices thereon ; and
bevu honorably discharged from said ser- if the officer serving the writ takes such
to be paid by this bond, lie shall return it to the court or jusvice.
No such pen Jon
stare to persons residing in other states.*
tice where the suit is pending.’
Feb.
15.j
Section 2. This act shall take effect
[Approved
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 21.]
CHAPTER 11.
amend Section twenty-five of
Chapter forty of the Revised Statutes, relating to the taking of Clams and Shell

AN

CHAPTER IS.

ACT to

Fish.
Section twenty-five of chapter forty of
the revised statutes, as amended by chapter
two hundred and fifty-seven of the public

CHAPTER 23.
AN ACT to amend Chapters two hundred
and seventeen and two hundred and
eighteen of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, entitled “An Act to

AN ACT to increase the salary of the County Attorney of Penobscot County.
From and after the first day of January in the year of our Lord one thousand

amend Section forty-three of Chapter seventy of the Revised Statutes, relating to
Insolvent Debtors.”
Section 1.
Section forty-three of chapter
of the revised statutes, as amendby section one of chanter sixty-three of
| the public laws of eighteen hundred am!
! eighty-seven and by chapter two hundred
and seventeen and chapter two hundred and
eighteen of the public laws of eighteen huuj dred and eighty nine, Is hereby further
amended by
inserting utter “ihereafter-

seventy
| ed

|

J

1

j ward”

in

the fifth line

thereof the words

‘except by leave of court, upon such notice,
if any, as the court may order,’ and by
; striking out tho words “within the time
herein limited therefor” in the ninth and
tenth lines thereof and Inserting in pla^u
thereof ‘as above set forth,’ so that said

section, as amended, shall read as follows:
‘Section 1.
If for any cause a debtor
shall fail to take and subscribe to the oath

! referred to in the forty third section of
chapter seventy of the revised statutes, ho
may do so at any lime within two years
from the date of the commencement of
'proceedings, and not thercafterward except
| by leave ol court, upon eui.n notice, If any,
the court may order, with the same effect as If originally taken; whenever in any

[as

case the debtor fails to take the oath prescribed in the forty-third section of chapt-.
seveniy of the revised statutes as above set
forth ail proceedings in insolvency may be

eight hundred and ninety-nine, the salary
county attorney for the county of dismissed upon motion of any party Interlaws of eighteen hundred and eighty-five, is Penobscot shall be one thousand dollars e ested, after such notice as the judge shall
order.’
[Approved Feb. 21.]
hereby amended by inserting after the word year.
Section 2.
This act shall apply to all
••meeting," in the first line, the words ;or
cases now pending.
the city council of any city by ordinance,’
CHAPTER 10.
Section 8.
This act shall take effect
so that said section, as amended, shali read
AN ACT to Increase the salary of the Iteg- [When approved.
[Approved Mar. 1.}
as follows:
ister of Probate for the County of An‘Section 25.
A town may, at Its annual !
droscoggin.
meeting, or the city council of any city by
From and after January one,
Section 1.
CHAPTER 24.
ordinance, fix the times in which dams may
be taken within Its limits, and the prices eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, the regAN ACT establishing the salaries of the
for which its municipal officers shall grant ister of probate for the county of AndroI county commissioners and the salary of
permits therefor; and unless so regulated scoggin shall receive an annual salary of one
the county treasurer for the county of
dollars, to be paid from the county
by vot-..*. residents of the town may take
York.
but without [treasury, Instead of the salary now providclams without written permit
Section 1.
From and after the first day
permit any inhabitant within his own town, ed by law.
of January, in the year of our Lord oua
2.
This
act
shall
take
Section
effect
or transient
persons
therein, may take
[thousand eight hundred end ninety-nine,the
[Approved Feb. 21.]
dams for the consumption of himself or when approved.
salary of each of the county commissioners
to
This
section
does
not
hoapply
family.
of the county of York shall be six hundred
CHAPTER 20.
tel keepers taking clams for the use of
dollars annually, payable in quarterly paytheir hotels, nor does it interfere with any
AN ACT to increase the salary of the Reg- ments on the last days of March, Juno,
law relating to the taking of shell fish for
ister of Probate for the County of Cum- September and December, which shall bo in
bait by fishermen.
Whoever takes darns
full l’or ail services, expenses and leave..
berland.
authorto
contrary
municipal regulations
From and after the first
Section 2.
From and after the first (lav
Section 1.
ised by this section, shall, for each offense, of
January, in the year of our Lord one day of January, in the year of our Lord one
be fined not more than ten dollars, or im- thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine,
prisoned not more than thirty days, or the salary of the register of probate fertile the salary of the county treasurer of the
both.’
[Approved Feb. 15.]
county of Cumberland shall he one thou- county of York shall bo six hundred dollars
sand dollars, and an additional allowance annually, payable quarterly, on 1 ho last
of one thousand dollars for clerk hire, in- days of March. June, Sep;ember and DeCHAPTER 12.
stead of the sum now provided by law.
cember, which shall be in full f-r ail
AX ACT to change time for holding sessions
Section 2. This act shall take effect vices, expenses and travel.
of County Commissioners in Washington when
All acts or parts of ads, inSection 3.
approved.
[Approved Feb. 21.]
County.
consistent with the above- ad., are luc-y
Section 1.
Section six. chapter seventyrepealed.
CHAPTER 21.
eight of the revised statutes is hereby
Section 4. This act shall take effect wlmn
amended, so far as it relates to holding AN ACT to amend Section six of Chapter approved.
[Approved Mar. l.J
annual sessions of the county commissionone hundred and fifty-seven of the Pub
ers in the county of Washington, so that
lie Laws of eighteen hundred and nluerythat part of said section shall read as folfive, relating to the rights of Widows
CHAPTER 25.
at
on
the
seclows
Machias,
‘Washing:on,
and Widowers in the real estate of deond Tuesdays of January and October, and
AN ACT to amend <
ceased husbands and wives.
at Calais on the fourth Tuesday of April.’
Laws of
and thirty-six of the Publi
Section six of chapter one hundred and
act
shall rake effect
This
Section 2.
eighteen hundred and ninety-five, in re
fifty-seven of the public laws of eighteen
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 1G.]
lalion to the support of Wives and Chilhundred and ninety-five, is hereby amended
dren by husbands living apart.
so that said section six, as amended, shall
read as follows:
CHAPTER 13.
Chapter one hundred and thirty-six of
Ail
‘Section 0.
of
releases
rights to the public laws of elghLeea hundred and
AN ACT to repeal so much of Section fi ve of
dower or curtesy in any mariner heretofore ninety-five, as umended by chapter one hunChapter thirty of the Revised Statutes as nr hereafter made, in estates convoyed or dred and seveuty-fiv of tl: publi-•
relates to ihe Bounty on Bears.
ip heremortgaged by husbands or wives, shall be eighteen hitndivd and ninety■-.seven,
Strike out section five of chapter thirty deemed to include and shall be construed by amended by adding in the sixth line
of the revised statutes, after the word
to Include all rights and interests by de- said chapter as amended after the word
j “wolf,” the words “and bear," so that said scent.'
-court”, the words the superior courts and
[Approved Feb* 22.]
as amended, shall read as follows:
[Section,
the Bangor Municipal Co-:;'', so that said
!
A bounty of live dollars for
‘Section o.
chapter, as amended, shad read us follows ;
CHAPTER 22.
wolf killed in any town shall be paid
•Chapter :.2U. Whenever ;- :nun. having a
by the treasurer thereof to the person kill- AN ACT to establish
Traveling Libraries. wife, a minor child, or both, residing in thus
ing ii upon compliance with the following
lives apart, and
Under such rules and regula- state, and from whom iSection 1.
conditions.’
[Approved Feb. 17.j
tions as the governor and council may pre- being of sufficient ability, or being able to
is
scribe the state librarian
hereby author- labor and provide for them, willfully and
CHAPTER 14.
ized to lend books and documents from the w bout reasonable cause, refuses or negfor
state library to any responsible citizen of
lects to provide suitable nmintenau
AX ACT to increase the salary of the Judge
the state, on written application therefor them, the supreme judicial con.*:, the s
of Probate for the County of Penobscot.
M
and on payment, of a 11 express and carriage perior courts and the Bang
ipal
From and after the first day
Section 1.
the
; but books and documents In the li
court, in term time or vacation.
of January, in the year of our I.ord one charges
for reference and library use only, county where the wife or children reside.
thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, brary
r
shall not be so loaned.
wife for herself, and
petition of the
the salary of the judge of probate fpr the
Section 2. On the writ ten application of each children, or of eu -h children, by t
county of Penobscot shall be fifteen huni
notice
to
the
hushau
the officers of any free library within the guardian, after such
dred dollars per annum.
and hearing, maAll acts and parts of acts in- state or any association composed of live or or father a-* it may order,
Section 2.
to the support < f
consistent with this act are hereby re- more persons residing in a town destitute of order him to contribute)
bis wife, if the separation was without her
on the payment of ten
a free library, and
pealed.
Section 3. This act shall take effect when cents per volume in
advance, to cover ex fault, and to the support ol such children,
such sums payable weekly, monthly or
press and other charges, the state librarian
[Approved Feb. 21.]
approved.
as are deemed reasonable anti-just,
may ioan to such library or association for quarterly,
obedience by appropriate
a period not exceeding six months, sets of .uid may enforce
CHAPTER 15.
also
issue
for
Execution
may
books selected and kept for that purpose, decrees.
AX ACT to increase the salary of the counwhen payable, ami for costs;
not exceeding fifty volumes at any onetime. said sums,
that The jurisdiction of
ty attorney of Piscataquis County.
Said books are to be loaned free of charge provided, however,
The salary of the county attorney for the
he Bangor Municipal ( o ut, in case-* aristo the patrons of such l'ree library and to
the county of Piscataquis from and after
the
under
provisions of this ac!, shall
the citizens of ilie town where such asso- ing
January one. one thousand eight hundred
he limited to cases in which the defendant
eiatlon is located, under such rule* as the
and ninety-nine, shall be three hundred
resides in lVnobscot county.’
tree library commission may prescribe.
fifty dollars a year. [Approved Feb. 21.]
[Approved Ma: 1]
Section li.
Any person or persons who,
uu his own request or written apnllcaf! n
CHAPTER 16.
therefor, receives the loan of any books or
CHAPTER 20.
AN ACT to amend chapter thirty three of documents .from the Maine State Library,
amend Section one of Chapter
to
the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and shall be held liable for the full value there- AN AC/
two hundred and i.ii: -rv eight of the. Pubeighty-seven relating to the burial expen- of to the state librarian, and if ho s', all
lic Lavs of eighteen hundred and eightyses of honorably discharged soldiers and
neglect or fail to return tile same to ;:ie
rune, relating to Hawkers ami Peddlers.
sailors of Maine.
library v. ituiu the prescribed time or si. ail
Section one of chapter thirty-three of the return the same in an injured or mutilated
Section one of chapter two hundred and
public laws of eighteen hundred and eighty- condition, after due demand and notice, ninety-eight: of the public laws of eighteen
the burial expenses of said state librarian may maintain un ao : n I hundred and eighty-niuo is hereby amendseven, relating to
honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of at law against such person for the i’uii ed by striking out the words “books and
is
amended
Maine,
by adding next value of such hooks or documents.
hereby
pamphlets'' where they occur in the fifth
after the clause “during the rebellion” in
The governor, with the advi -e 1 in;*, sj that raid section, as so amended,
Section -4.
the second line, the following words: ‘or and consent of the council, shall appoint shall read as follows :
snail
No p<‘Section
go about
during tike war with Spain,’ so that the four persons as library commissioners in
said section, when amended, shall read as manner following: one person for toe term from town to town, or from place to plaro
for sale or soilfollows :
of one year, one for the term of two years, in the same town, exposing
‘Section t. Whenever any person who one for the term of threw years, and one for ing, any goods or chattels, other than t u 11
of the

|thousand

[every

>

of

C
••••«;«*, Aroostook Coun■.

sectioa,

4

school

made, the school committee with an canal
number from the board of trustees of such
academy shall form a joint committee for
the selection of all teachers, and the ar-

3.

after the vem-cl
••nj..ji.;y"
teniu
line thereof
die following
namely: ‘in excess of one

60
7

amend
Section
thirty-four,
eleven of the Revised Statutes,
to the powers and duties of the

committee to contact with the trusties of academies for
J':oe High School Instruction,
Section 1.
Add turor the word “committee” in the fifth line of said section, the
words ‘and whoa such contract lias been

Six of

inserting

prevent

to

ai;.er the word "stare’’ in the second line
of said section, the words ‘or any railroad
corporat.."?:! organize.! uiub.c a si --cia: a t
of t jj
legislature,’ so that said section, as

in the

:i

'■

ACT

superintending

SO.]

7b

:.

■

.‘an.

organization of.
.117, lie

k

.>

posted

4.

Chapter
relating

p-pils atshall b paid h

ffL llcvised
lntelligr-nce Offices."
chapter one hundred and
fifty-six of the public laws of eighteen hundfeJ and Eineit Lve is
hereby amended by

to

also

CIIAi'J lift 0.
AX

nmeol ge.yion

to

Statutes, relating
s

,i

or

Whoever wilfully des roys
deduces or tears down any printed copy'of
tins act iiosted under section
three hereof,
shall forfeit not less than one
nor
more
i itan ten dollars to be
recovered on combIaiutFeb.
[Approved
]u.]

six of Chnnh'lndiv.l r.’jJ fifty-six of the lJub.f
!n,
i.an;i.:,-J
t
amend Section
RiI IJ1 Chattier thirty-five of

...

of.
t•* sell.
»ng Clouds H orn

Section

t*n- one

noil
30
7i«‘
m 8pa;ii ii W ar..
of ou writ... 107
7.7
2d
in vaca:.')H..
41
..ion of..

a

ear

steamboat where said offense is
eommited
for at least thirty
days i rior to the conn

ivevi r

CUAI'Xi:n

m*

AN’ AC"!'
<

depot, railway

40

1*

1

of this act.
.Seel ion
No person shall l.e
convicted
of any offense under
this art
unless a
printed copy of the same shall have,
been
posted in a conspicuous place in the
publie building, hotel,

oho

such

[Approved
ielsiiment of.
n
ui.

this act

on

mission of said
offense, and is
at tii? time of said offence.

BY THE

cither of other

complaint and conviction be lined
not loss than one dollar nor more
than ten
dollars, but a person having entered as
aforesaid without permission and
remaining after having been requested to leave as
above provided, shall only be
convicted of
violating one of the provisions of section

t! at r.c king
herein c attained shall be held tc
prevent
the voluntary
payment of the whole or
cuy pan of sucii sums by tb
parents or
guardians of siith
!•;*.*

upon.lo2

Mii'isiiiciioii

shall read

institution, including

exi
in.-

ing

Girls, to

1

amended,

shall,

cling

Sch's ! for

as

•Section
1.
Upon the request of the
parents or guardians, the governor
may,
with the aproval of the council,
send such
blind children as he
deem
fit
may
subjects
for education, for a term not
exceeding ten
years, and thereafter in the discretion of
the governor and
council, in the case of any
pupil, to the IVritins Institute for the
blind at iroirth boston, Ma.-anchus.-t:
3.
jp
the exercise of
the
discretionary power
conferred by this act. no distinction shall
be made on account of the wealth
or pc--,.
cr;y of the parents or guardians of such
faiidr< 1
:- J such put il
u.t
r k: ;i
with
drawn Irom such institution
except with
Hie <■ nsent of the
proper authorities thereof or of the governor; and
the sums necessary for the support and Instrnctlon of
su.ii popr.i in M ich

104

County,

...

section,

:

childrenand by
striking out in the fourteenth line the
words “institutions or schools” and
inserting in the place thereof the word
•institute
and by sinking out in the seventeenth
line the words
ins:itution or schools” and
inserting in the place thereof the word 'institution,’ and by striking out in the
and
eighteenth
nineteenth
lines
the
words “instltulion or school” and
Inserting
in tile place thereof the word
‘instiliition,’
BO that the
section, os amended, shall read
as follows ;

54
o2

US
■L

follows

"deaf mutes or
by striking out in the
Sixth, seventh and cigh.h lines the words
"to the
American Asylum at Hartford,
Connecticut, or to the Portland School for
the Deaf ill Portland in the
case of deaf
mluc'3
or
■ ■i;tf
children, and,” and by
striking out in the tenth line the words "in
the
case
of
blind

123

....

that said

of the section the words
deaf children or," and

giving

costs.

/•'r

so
as

eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-three
is
hereby
amended ty striking out in the third line

s.im-o.70, 84, 02
•. s
<>r Maine, to
ii

servant of either of them.
Section d.
Whoever violates
the provisions of section one of

ACT to amend
Chapter two hundred
and three r-f the Public Laws of
eighteen
hundred and ninety-three,
relating to the
education of the Deaf, Dumb and Blind.
Section one of
chapter two hundred
and three of the public laws of

■

■ ■a

an-

AX

ii.iinistrators, limiagainst. 120

r,

the road of

over

CHATTER 2.

K

(odilied and rc....42.

run

shall not bo construed to
prevent contracts
between corporations allowing the trains of
one to run over the road of
another, both
corporations
thereto.
On
assenting
a
complaint of a violation of these provisions
by any person, the attorney general shall
lile an information In the nature of
quo
warranto against the corporation, and Ihe
court may enter such decree as justice and
c.iu.iy require.
These provisions do not
exicnd
to that portion of the Atlantic
anil St. Lawrence Railroad lu New
Hampshire and \orracnt ; nor is
any mortgage*
made to secure payment of the
debt of
said corporation, affected
thereby.’
[Approved Jan. 27.]

8 7

ioas.
l>crland, sal-

to

section 04.
No corporation can assign
its charter or any rights under it; lease or
the
grant
use or control of its road or
any
Pat* of it. or divest Itself thereof, without
the consent of the legislature.
But this

iua

«

one?

other, both corporations assenting thereto,'

EXTRA

-

j

CHAPTER 0.
to

amend

one

hundred and

eighteen of
thirty-three of
the Revised Statutes, relating to the sat

AN

ACT

Chapter

Section

isfaciion of pro:-mu: ions for Assault and
Battery and other mb-T i; v.uors.
Section eighteen of chapter one hundred

thirty-three of the i-v: -vd statutes is
hereby amended by i user ring after the
and

.<•
word “for”
word “indicted” and before
in the second line of the section the words
‘or held upon a complaint and warrant’ so

as
that the section, as amenueu. snail rea
follows :
has
IS.
When
a
'Section
recogperson

magistrate, or
complaint and
warrant for an assauit and battery, or
other misdemeanor, for which the party injured has a remedy by a civil action, except
felonious assaults, assaults upon or resistance of an officer of justice in the execution
of Ids duty, and assaults and batteries of
such officers, if the injured party appears
before the magistrate or court, and in writing acknowledges satisfaction for the injury, the court, on payment of all costs,
may slay further proceedings and discharge
the defendant; the magistrate may discharge the recognizance, supersede the comdis
mitment by his written order, and
charge the recognizance of the witnesses.’
[Approved Feb. 10. A
nized
is

or

is committed by
or held upon

indicted,

a

a

..

served in the army, navy or marine corps
of the United States during rhe rebellion or
during the war with Spain, and was honor
ably discharged therefrom shall die, being
at the time of his death a resident of this
state and being in destitute circumstances,
the state shall pay the necessary expenses of
his burial; such expenses shall not exceed
the sum of thirty-five dollars in any case,

and the burial shall be in some cemetery
not used
exclusively for the burial of the
pauper dead.’
[Approved Feb. l.j

the term of four years and thereafter oneperson yearly for the term of f.. r years.
Said com ml si oners shall serve witLiOU" p;r

grown in the Unit' ll States, fruit tree-:, provisions, live animals, brooms, ngr'ru!: ueal

implements, fuel, newspapers, agrieul:crnl
products of the United Stares, the produ s
of his own labor <-r the labor of. his family,
any patent' of his own invention, or in
which lie Las become interested by b'-ing a
member of any firm, or stockholder in any
lit reference thereto.
Section 5. The state librarian shall he corporation which hss purchased the patent,
rx-offlcio, a member of the library eommis until he shell have procured a license so to
It shall bo his do as herein;” or provided.’
sion and secretary thereof.
[Approved Mar. l.J
duty to purchase the books for travel-

and it shall he their duty to encourage the
establishment of free public libraries, lose
ieet the books 10 be purchased for traveling
libraries and to advise the stare librarian

CHAPTER 27.

‘Section 4.
Each town at its annual ;
meeting, may elect by ballot, a road commissioner who, under the direction of the |
selectmen,she 11 have charge of the repairs
of all highways and bridges within the,
towns and shall have authority to employ !
the necessary men and teams, and purchase
timber, plank and other material for the repair of highways and bridges. Said comraissioner shall be sworn to the faithful discharge of his duty, give bonds to the satisfaction of the selectmen, and be responsible
to them for the expenditure of money, and
discharge of his duties generally. The compensation of said commissioner shall be such
sum as the towns shall annually vote therefor, which sum shall, in no case be less
than one dollar and fifty cents per day, of
every day of actual service; and he shall
render to the selectmen monthly statements
of his expenditures, and receive no money
from the treasury except on the order of
the selectmen.’
Section 4.
Section six of said chapter
three hundred and twenty-nine of the public
laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-seven
*3 hereby amended by striking out the word
"seventy-five” in the first line and Inserting
in lieu thereof the word ‘sixty-five,’ also by

ACT to increase the salary of the Judge
of Probate in and for the county of

AN

Aroostook.
Section 1.
The salary of the judge of
probate in and for the county of Aroostook,
shall be ono thousand dolars a year, instead
uf the sum now iixed by law, which shall

paid to him out of the county treasury in
equal quarterly payments.
This act
Section 2.
shall take
effect
when approved.
[Approved Mar. 1.]
be

CHAPTER 28.
As

increase the salary of the Regthe County of

AC L’ to

of Probate In and for

:er

Aroostook.
1.

S.-:Cih

la

hate
-Uuii

The

salary of the register of
tho county of Aroostook,

for

T ht

be

hundred

dollars

a

iu-

year

established by law.
be paid from the county treasury in-equal
quarterly payments.
All acts and parts of acts,
Section 2.
uconsistent with this act, are hereby repealed.
Section 3.
This act shall take effect
when approved.
fApproved Mar. 1. j
Acad

of

ike

sum

now

CHAPTER 29.
AN

Registers of Probate
petitions !u vacation, and the

ACT to authorize
>

Ce

re

if Probate to ord^r notice thereon

Judge

In vacation.

Any register of probate may receive and
upon his docket, in vacation, any
and ad petitions for probate proceedings.of
any kind, and the judge of probate may order notice thereon in vacation.
[Approved Mar. 3.]
eater

CHAPTER SO.
to amend Chapter one hundred
and twenty-six of the Public Laws of
eighteen hundred and ninety five, relating to the Penobs ■: t tribe of Indians.

AN

ACT

Section

Chapter

1.

hundred

c-ne

and

;wenty-six of the public Jaws of eighteen
hundred and ninety-fl*.e. is hereby amend'd
y striking out the. word "twenty" In the
bird itne of s.Tlion one of said chapter and
inserting in lieu thereof the word Twelve,’
:-o by striking out the word "ten” in line
live and

ine six and insert in
'six’

word

*: f.

that

’leu thereof

said

se<*t!on, as
follows:
committee of the
Penobscot tribe of Indians shall tie chosen
:.ru:a!lv, iu v:\e month of November, to
so

ended, shall rood

u

‘Section

A

L

aa

tribal

v#*
mt of :
members of said tribe.
member of said committee shall be less
:
1 wor y-one ;• ars of age.
Six mem*

iu-

ih-u'.'-'f

party,
y

me

h

So rh.n

This

h

chosen
six

nci

by

the

od

to

November,

L- rC:

members

shall

acr

..-merlon

a: mm

a

be

thereof
par'y, so trilled, at separate
13n .as hen-imf'er provided.’

.'.'-w
s

he

n'i

f

cni’-'b.

so

he

in

hundred

take effect at
li, ld,n

The

year

In

the

of

our

ninety-nine,

and

! Approved Mar. 1.]
CHAPTER
V'-

'o

-i

1

r.:

hi.

Section

t.h

.y two

of

CHAPTER

84.

CHAPTER 42.

ACT to Increase the salary of the County Attorney of Sagadahoc County.

following

ACT to consolidate, simplify, revise, and
amend the laws pertaining to Inland Fisheries and Game, as contained in Chapters
thirty and forty of the Revised Statutes, and
in amendments and additions thereto, and to
repeal old and obsolete, private and special

AN

AN

Section 1. On and after January one, |
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, the salary of the county attorney of Sagadahoc
county shall be four hundred and fifty do!- j
laws pertaining to Fishing in the Public
lars per annum, payable in quarterly payWaters of the state.
ments, instead of the sum now established
Section 1. Chapter thirty of the revised
by law.
statutes is hereby amended by striking out all
Section 2. This act shall take effect
of Bald chapter after section four, and inserting
when approved.
[Approved Mar. 2.]
in place thereof the following:
CHAPTER

‘Section 5. There shall be
time for land-locked salmon,

85.

annual close
trout, togue, and
an

perch, as follows: for land-locked salmon, trout, and togue, from the first day of
October until the ice is out of the pond, lake or
river fished in the following spring of each
white

ACT to establish a salary for the Clerk
of the Judicial Courts of Washington

AN

County.

except on the St. Croix river and its tributaries, and on all the waters in Kennebec
county, in which the close time shall be from
the fifteenth day of September until the ice is
out of the ponds and lakes the following spring,

year,

Prom and after the first day of January,
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, the clerk
of the Judicial courts of Washington county. shall receive an annual compensation of
four hundred dollars, to be paid out of the
county treasury of said county, quarterly,
on the first day of April, July, October and

and 'n Oxford and Franklin counties in which
the cln=e time shall be from the first day of
October till May first: but for white perch, the

named lakes, ponds and streams of
Hancock county: the tributaries to Noyes pond
in Bluehlll; Green lake in the towns of Dedham and Ellsworth; Eagle lake in the town of
Eden; Bubble pond, sometimes called Turtle

lake,

the island of Mfc. Desert; Jordan pond;
and Long pond; the following named lakes,
ponds and streams in Kennebec and Somerset
on

counties: the tributaries to all lakes and ponds
lying wholly or partly in the towns of Wintlirop, Monmouth, Litchileld, Manchester and
Wayne; Three Mile pond in China, Windsor
and

Vassalboro;

and

McGraw, Ellis, East,

North, Great, Long, Little and Snow ponds;
the tributaries to Dyer’s pond in the town of
Jefferson in Lincoln county; the following
named lakes, ponds and streams in Oxford

twenty-five pounds, or less than tw8D
fishing through the ice, shall
°°* **
*■
garded as a violation of the lav
when

•Section 8. No person shall
other explosives or any
substance whatever, for the

tlH«

taking fish, nnder a
penalty
and, in addition
months’imprisonment in the y.

stroying

...

each offense.
‘Section 9. Whoever lutrodu-eg
kind into any of the water* r
of live fish or other*

means

!<i ndr* .1

>

and

Lavs •■•f id-: It
.:

:-t

*.

■.

The

having in posse--vncounty: the tributaries to Anasaguntieook light, spear, trawl, or net. <-u,.
lake, or Whitney pond, in Canton and Hart- in any camp, lodge, or p:i<.
ford; Little Bear pond in Hartford and Turner: hunters or fishermen, in f >
Howard’s pond in Hanover; Magallowav river the state, shall be primy ?
and its tributaries between the mouth of Lit- the same are kept for o>
tle Magallowav river and the Berlin Mills Com- may be seized by nny oilii
pany’s dam; Lake Pennesseewassee and Little force the inland fish :n.d
Tennesseewassce; the tributaries to Roxbury is convicted of having aev
pond and Garland pond; Rapid river from the implements in hi* p.swing bridge at the Oxford Club House to Lake aforesaid, shall be fiu.-d
Lmbagog; Songo pond in Albany; Sand and of prosecution.
l’iokerel ponds in Denmark; and Upper Ke/.ar
‘Section 10. in o!
poncl in the towns of rtUmeham and Lovell; suckers, cuslc, pick
the following named ponds, lakes, and streams the commissioners nu»
of Piscataquis county: Luke Hebron, other- the same and disposwise known as Hebron pond Twin and Doughty poses; and where an or
ponds, known as Ship pond and Bear pond, in to take eels in any ri ♦*
Llliottsville township: the brook that is the thereof, they may gram. >
outlet of Garland pond in Sobec: the tributa- terms as tlnv deem re i- 1
ries to Lake (mawa; Sebec lake and the tribu- mitsshall expire with tin‘Hc' tion 11. There sliai! 1.
taries to Moose head lake, excepting Moose
river, and the commissioners shall establish by animal close time in win.
to hunt, chase, catch, kill
metes and bounds the mouths of all the ivibu
varies to Mooschead lake; tho tributaries to session; t'nr wood duck, <
f
in
PenobDexter pond in the town
Dexter
ly called black duck, t<:;d. a.
scot county; the following named ponds, lakes close time shall be from

I;'.:--

of

'•••'

ion 'be word

.hr.p'er rwo hun; c!g: v fiv. of the public laws of
hundr. d rod ninety-seven is here•! by ."" 'bug or the third line

on

.i

nvo

y

i’-g in pie

ih-'t said sedum.
follows:

-■■ <’•

mi

N
d for
'-tv:

•O'

h-tober" and in-

thereof 'he word 'Septern-

e

a

in.

ti,

rue-

1:

••

and

■

;j .'-u : a

a

•*

in.

oi

.•

i

n
:•

p

r

;

a.

:

uv

-f

y

h
;

1

n:*■
to

■*$.

be

may

cits taken

above

u.-ed

between

or

er,

ri’.er

In the

Androscoggin

rymeot ing bay bridge,
aor and Yodays of 0-

Me:

the

the first

etween
a.

ue

t wentVth days of Apt I!.
T’i*o<n does nor
fher, that this s«

(■

er

rov-

are

and

s:r

d

:

!n vio-atIon

1. r. are not
ar, or gr
.'••••• km.
I’rov ;:!•>.].
hnvr-

;:
n

ihnn

cafe!;

•-•hrs of v.ab-u

n

lie

dip

t:i:

■i’-er

1

:.

less

not

remains

v

:

opcii'-d,

fifty dollars, and .a
for mi a; day that

n
''

h1

u

\ all woir«

nets used Sr, the
ry shall be rrkw
be:o -e ’he
day of

i
■

a.

b-

'-hail

ore

i

taken

;hb ry dollars r •;
:i; 1,'y of Twenty

..n

furrh

a
n:

I-

•'

be

waters, except by ho<»k
1 bo first days of April
n
tuilt; -i nor i-’ss

t\Y-" n

a.-

..

ball

:s

1 idal

:

<

amended, shall

r,«

rue-is taken In the IY-n..bi s trlli ^ar’es between the

ro

and

days of April, nor io
Casco bay between the fif•euth day of September and the first day
end the lif ••:*nth

ts taken In

October,

r

to

r.or

the first

■-Veen

Its taken

stir

Mu ch’n sport

above

i: er

in Machine

toll

bridge,

bo

day of April and the first
[Approved Mar. 2.]

lay of May.'

CHAPTER

.=

all fees of his office as estab- close time shall be from the first
day of April |
lished by law, Including fees for attendance to the fifst day of July. No pcr-ou shad take,
on the supreme Judicial and county comcatch, kill, or fish for in any manner, any land- j
inserting afterthe word ‘'commissioner” in missioners' courts in full compensation for locked salmon, trout, togue, or white perch in I
the third line thereof the words ‘or in case services and clerk hire.
any of the waters of this state in close time,
no commissioner is elected as the selectunder a penalty of not less than ten dollars nor
[Approved Mar.2.]
more than thirty dollars, and a further lino of
men. also by striking out the word "deems”
one dollar for each fish thus caught, taken, or
In fli3 third line and Inserting in lieu thereof the word ‘deem.’ so that said section, os
killed; provided, however, that any person
CTTAPTF1R 36.
lawfully trolling for trout, land-locked salmon,
amended, shall read as follows:
AN ACT fo enable the Commissioners of or
toguo. in good faith, who shall accidentally
'Section 6.
Sixty tire p*»r cent of the
Inland Fisheries and Game fo increase hook or catch a white perch may lawfully keep
highway taxe3 assessed shall be expended
the
the State Museum, consisting of mounted
same ; and provided, that during 1 ■vbruary,
! upon the highways prior to the flfteenih
specimens and pictures of the birds, wild March and April, citizens of this stare may fish
day of July, and the balance at such time
for
and take land locked salmon, trout and
animals end fishes native to the. State of
as the rommlscioner, or Sn case no commlstogue, with not nm:v ban fi ve set lines for each
Maine.
rbonor Is elected, as the selectman deem for
and streams in Somerset county: the tribute' the tir-Jt de v ..f S. pr* r:. 1
The commissioners of Inland fisheries and family, wheu fishing through the ice in the
!the best good of the public.’
ries to Purlin, or Lang pond- Pari in, or Lang | ruffed grouse, conim'
and
when
under
the
immediate
time,
day
pergame are hereby authorized to expend not
Section 5.
streams and their tributaries; the tributaries « woodcock, from the first o
Sectiou
seven
of
chapter
sonal superintendence of the person fishing,
to lake George; Basset brook at id its tributathree hundred and twenty-nine of the pub- exceeding three hundred dollars yearly for and
September fifteenth ; f
may convey them to their own homes for
in the town of Holden in township six. day of December to the
ic laws of eighteen hundred and ninety- the year one Mmusand eight hundred and
but not otherwise; but ries,
consumption
therein,
j
and not exceeding three hunBeaver bro-dc in the town oi’ Holden: the for plover, snipe and
seven
is hereby amended by striking out I ninety-nine,
ill he
no citizen of the state diming this time
1 dred dolin'.? for the year nineteen hundred
brooks forming tho outlet of Kish pond and day of May m the first
to catch more than twenty pounds,
permitted
| be entire section and Inserting in lieu for the
l ittle Kish pond, and of Little Gull' stream j over ! date-, any of ry
purpose of adding to the state mu- or one
thereof the following:
fish, of any of the above named fish in
seum mounted specimens and
picture* of anyone day. The provisions of this section and Big Gulf stream; Wood stream tn l'nr- j sions of this section dr :.
| 'Section 7. If a person elected as road the wild animals,
entrance into Big.! ally of not less than li\ « u
Hie plantation, above it
birds, and fishes native
pertaining to fishing through the ice shall not
i commissioner fails to qualify before the
Wood pond; tho tributaries to Howell pond in | ten dollars, for each lur-l
to the state of Maine, the money for which
lirst Monday of April, the office shall be
apply, however, to any of the kikes or ponds
Solon and smith pond in Cornville; Hayden } chased or had in p“S --i u
n from the appropriation for
deemed vacant, and shall be filled by the shall be tn!
lying wholly or in part in the counties of <>v- |
Juke in rI.e town d Madison, Mosquito stream, person shall, iu any one dr,
Inland fish* rie? and game for these years.
ford, Franklin, Kennebec and Somerset, exscleo'-rieu by appoint m nr ; and In the event]
so called, connecting Mosquito
pond with possession more than if
[Approved Mar. ‘J.l
cepting Moosehead lake, ph kercl pond in
of ft vacancy caused by death or otherwise,'
the above named birds. «>.
Moxie ootid in t< wnship one, range four, Bing
Flagstaff, Gilman pond in Fexington, and
rk? r.olc*’tmen shall appoint some competent
K.’ii'ii oe.c Purchase, east of Kennebec
and sandpipers, during t
Pierce pond in township number wo, range jham*.''
CHAPTER 37.
p'ws n to fill out the unexplred term, who
i
known as The Forks plantation; Great season for each; nor shall ;•
four, in said Somerset county; nor to Alien river,
'shall i.;
l'‘y and perform his duties as pre- AN
ACT to amend Section one of Chapter pond, so called, in the town of Greene, to Lake j l'.minimi pond: and Moose pond in Hartland time, kill or have in pos*<
scribed *■} BO'-tlon four f tills act.
If a
hind Harmony; Midwest outlet of M iosehe.nl grouse commonly called ;
one hundred and fifteen of the Revised
Auburn in Aulmrn, or Frett tin’s p<>nd in I'd erfni’s
to
elect
a r >ad commissioner at
the following named ponds, lakes and his own consumption iu t-ldi
[town
Statutes, relating to Salaries of Public moie, all m Androscoggin county ; nor t«> Sab lake;
its oni.i!: 1 meeting the money raised and j
stream- in Knox counry: the tributaries to Unhereinafter provided, under •,
j
bath Day pond, situate ! in New c louces'.or. |
Officers.
r the repair of bridges and ways
dollars for each bird so
! r.rsv. ssed
naan lake; Lermond’s and Alford's ponds; the
Section one of chapter one hundred and nor to Thomas pond, situated in the towns of
tributaries to Norton pond; and the tributaries had in possession; nor shali
as provided by section seventy of chapter
fifteen of the revised statutes, as heretofore Raymond and < aseo, in the county of < 'at ilu-rtime sell, or offer for sale, ar
to Crystal lake; the tributaries to Lake Karra
■•ightern of the revised statutes, as amended: amended. Is
hereby amended, by inserting land; nor to Nou s' poml, Green lake, Fugle
in Washington commonly called partridge, w
images and Lambert lake
chapter three hundred and twenty-nine! before the word
“guards" in the twenty- lake, Bubble pond, sometimes called Turtle
and the tributaries to Bonny Beg pond under tlie same ponalt>. u.
jof the public laws of eighteen hundred and first paragraph, relating ro the salaries of lake, on the island of Alt. Desert, Crocker pond in nut}.
Sanford and North Bonvi. k, in York county. or corporation carry or t.r.»us
! n:
-t y
-\f n. and as amended by this act,
in township tiiirly-two, Middle Division, dorofficials
the
‘officers
of
the
words,
prison
It shall In unlawful under Du* same penalty to place any of the birds men
slu'ill bo expended for that purpose by the.
dan pond, 1 i'g pend, I'lckere! poud, in t *\vnguard, six hundred dollars’ so that sold
1;>*.!i Buy catch, or kill any fish in Quiinby pond
tion, in close Season, nor in t->select men.’
slnp thirty-two, .Middle Division, all in the
as
shall
as
amended,
read
fo!
paragraph
in the town of Hangcley. except in the ordi- open to view, tagged, and pin rcounty of Hancock; nor to Crystal lake, in
| Section 6. Section eight of chapter three lows :
artificial
of
nal y way
the owner’s name and re
angling with rod and
hundred end twenty-nine of the public laws
Washington, in tho county of Knox: nor to
‘Warden of ITie state prison, eighteen
iln s, between sunrise and sunset of each day,
panied by him, unless ragged
lake
Hebron,
otherwise
known
Hebron
as
pond.
| of c!gl. ecu hundred and ninety-seven Is hundred •• ilnrs. with the use. withcm?
fr-un tin* fifteentli dav of 3I.iv to the flvst day
with section twenty-six of tir!^
nor !
I wi:i an<i Pmiirhty p'lM?. known as Ship
hereby amended hy adding tin reto the Mof < I'V'bci-; and no person shall take more
the same penalty. Any person
charge, of su h part of the keeper's house pond ami bear por.d, in Elliott-villa
township,
I owing words:
‘iu (aso r-.o commissioner
than twelve fish in said pond n any one day,
and bulld'uzs of the state, appurtenant to nor t
owner of such bird, who, to a;
Garland pond in 1 ox'Toffc anti Sebee,
Is oWed by th'- towns at ils annual raeetnor more than twenty-live fish iu any one day
the pri.-^", and yard, as the governor and Lowei Wilson
transportation, falsely repres**in Greenville, lake Onawa,
pond
j ing the e*1!,etnim f said towns shall keep council
direct, and fuel for his over; Grindstone pond in Willimaiuie, Horseshoe .oi Four ponds in townships E and I), or fish, rlie owner thereof, shall bo liar
| on r.r. urate account, showing in detail nil use; wh; !. shall lie in #‘u!l for a!! services pond and Indian pond, all in l’1-•utaquis coun- i-\o opt with artificial flies, in South Hog stream penalty; nor shall any person
moneys paid out by them for tlio repair of
«o
called, waters connected with carry or transport at any one
.-h iker pond, ;.nd pool,
including duty of receiving and paying out ty; nor to Messabesic pond.
bridges and ways, to whom and for what
or in Seven ponds, so called, or
fifteen of any one variety of
t ream as the j Kangeley hike,
audits outlet as far down the
money for s’I purposes: deputy warden, om
named as the property of
purpose, and the same shad be reported in thousand dollars ; clerk. <no thousand dol- mill am of Littlefield brother-, m.-r to Middle ! take, catch. or kill more than twenty-five trout
e
ti
annual town report In d-rail/ bo that
from Tim and Mud ponds, in township two, the same penalty; and it. shai
lars- offiof the guard, six hundred dol- branch pond, in the towns of Alfred and Wal- j
a
west of KinghanYs Kennebec Pur
term of ten years, to hurt*
said section, as amended, shall road as follars; guards, live hundred dollars each: erboro. nor to Littlefield's poinl in Sanford, all range four,
lows :
••hasp, or from Tints and lmtton ponds in the kill or destroy the oarer v I.
in the county of York; imr to Lambert lake in
two
hundred
and
dollars:
physiciro.
fifty
*;
same township in any one day. or take from
woods, s<> called, black game,
iom
shall keep
chaplain, two hundred and fifty dollars: the county of Washington; nor to Dyer's pond
ai 'urate
accounts, showing in detail, all gate keep -r five hundred dollars ; teacher in the town oi Jefferson, in the county of Lin- the waters of Yarnum or North pond in the species of the pheasant, ex
or partridge, under a pen
towns oi Temple and Wilton, and Clearwater
r.vneys paid out by him, to whom and for throe humkod dollars.’
coln; r.or to Di \ ter pond in the town of Dexin the towns of Farmington and Indus
for each offense.
v. i 'it
; or:-•■■■ ; he shall settle h»s accounts
ter, in Penobscot county; in all of which lakes pond
! Approved Mar. ?,.]
‘Section 1L\ Whoever kills
n
or before the
and ponds it shall be unlawful to t' -h through try, more than three trout, togue, and landtwentieth day of FebIt shall
session, any birds commonly k
the ice for any kind of 1;sli at any time except locked salmon in all, in any oneday.
mry. annually, md the same shall he reCHAPTER n8.
he unlawful i" ii-h for or catch pickerel in robins, swallows, sparrows, v
as hereinafter provided, under a penalty of not
! [ :'■' <} !•; lb' vi'm;:'! town rrp vt in detail.
Three Mile pond m civtna. Windsor, and Vas- orioles, or other insectivc-r
lcs-> than ton dollars nor more than thirty dol
n
rank 'loner is e!e. r*-'d by a AN ACT giving a lieu for
r.o
shoring and run
on Saturdays of each week, for
r.nglish sparrows and hawks
lur- for each offense, and a further pcnalr. of salhoro. except
annual meeting, the selectmen
j: n •:(
ning Logs.
in the family of the person 1-a.k- not less than one dollar, n-.;r
one dollar for each lish thus taken, < a ugh?, or j consumption
1
ii
shall Imep a
Sr
urate accounts
-|'U
1.
Whoever loth
shores and
ii fish : or to t ike any black hiss, pick
dollars, for each such bird killed
killed. Moreover if shall he unlawful u Her li,<r
"v. O'
in .>•• sii
moneys paid out by runs logs
by liiinsu if. his s-u.-vants or
or any other li.sh
from the lower Kezar session by any person d suet
the
same penalty to lish for. take, catch. <> kill i ere!,
iu- r •; :•/ of bridges and ways, agerus. has a lien thereon for the
"in
:
price of
Ox
prima facie evidence that he
fish at any t im ■, except as Leieinal tcr pro- pond and its tributaries, in Hit* county of
Am;,; a iid f i" what purpose, and the such shoring and running, which shall con i any
l
se of selling the same, but
i Whoever at any time want
vided, in the tributaries of any of the follow- ; ford, for the purp
shah
d iu the annual town tlnuc for sixty days after the logs arrive a.
yr“p
or untie
named ponds, lakes and stream-, in m-h I anyjierson may take twenty pounds of fish in strovs the nest, eggs
ing
! r* port in i:■ :;iii.*
the place of destination for manufacture,
hawk
I the following named p mus, lakes ami streams ! one day from said lower Kc/.ar pond, but shall wild bird, except crows,
i n 7
y .-•»ioD nine of chapter three and such lien may be enforced by attachLake Auburn, or ! not transport the same, except in possession of and owis, or takes any egg! of Androscoggin coin!',
not less than or,
; hundred and t won-y-rine of the public laws men t.
\Y'icon’s pond. and :.!! h it part of the wanes tin* owner: or to fish for, take, or catch any nests forfeits
f e'u:
“u
hundred and ninety-seven is
s
than ten dollars, for each nc
Hon 2.
Th.e provisions of
;.,ns <d -aid Luke Auburn
lovn- md i>r >ok, so j fish, from Ward’s brook, Ward's pond, and
■u
l-y •jiiu-e
by Vriking out the worl forty t wo. forty .three, forty-four and forty- called, that lie north «L the road leading fiom j Walker's pom!, so milled, in Oxford countv, taken <*r destroyed. Wh >*
vbetween the first day or
••respective" in the first line and all of five of chapter Him y one of the
May and ports from place to pla
ep:
vised the Turner load.
iled, to North Ai;'>uru !
of ea. h your, u t fish therein ex cpt named in this chapter d ring
sortlon iif•'
fur- word "election" In
UtPS. filial! Apply to the liej. pi .-on bv
; said Townsend i v. >k. j Digest
village and cro-t e-.and single Ii:m and artificial tlios; or which the killing
!
second
line, so that said section, as t!ds act.
shall be ousidered.
riburary wat. s o! -..id ! with rod
[Approved Mar.
:
fi-h for. cateh, or kill any fish in Ellis river forfeits five dollars for en
Lake AHu.m
Towns-ml brook t\ ithin on
| amended, shall r -: d as follows :
ibutai ios. **:? cited in Amlover. Ando
and iis
transported
‘Semi-an 0.
hundred fee; from the culvert at tin limn
Said commissioner sb.all hold.
j Vs
v win a ,v|.,
kV LATTER 30.
•Section id. Whoever, .'
\\ -t
and !:. xbaiy. in t avnoil’ c fur tlie t d'M of one y-uu- from the
during September of each year: fash*: j»<-• Hu ver
< ami D. in Oxforu and Franklin coiinplace, with any trap, net, s?
-11:|.-i
date of his election.*
AN ACT for the prevention of -eivain kinds thc( ityof Auburn: brettun's l.v nd in rite town
of Livermore; and JFg bear pond situate! ! tics, f.xccpt a Tuesdays, hursdays and Satur- other than the usual methof Nuisances.
j S'- r.lon *5. Any town may, at Its npin Turner; the :Hl wing ame l pond-, a...-, d. iring tlm mouths of M. v. June and firearms, takes wild duck
bun. eb
not more than three commissionWhoever
or
ilm partly
personally
through
<t in
ml to the fifteenth day f
j railed grouse, or partridge
! ."s whose powc-rs and duties shall be the •agency of another leaves >r deposit-• ilie lakes and streams <.f Aia*o3to..k county ;lo. i| July Pond stream above Pou-k’sAugust;
falls; or in j bird which is in any wv
Ship
inlet -iream- of Squaw ban lake ir. m Tin. a
same
as prescribed for
a
single commis- .•p'-cj.-’s of si dead lu-i o\v. sheep, hog, w
dean's landing to tlm source «.f said s;ream, ! Kittle* IK.-ion p.mil. in K itahdin Iron Wi rk- chapter, forfeits live dollarsioner.
of any other of the larger domestic animals
township, except wiih artificial flics; or to fish taken. Whoever kills in a:
said stream being in townMiip
Y
n.
Section 0. This act shall take effect in any p ace where ir may cr.use a nuis.i:i.--;
f. v lake, i. K li or kill any blue back trout in duck of any variety, on the K
• our; and the tributaries to .Maduw.-i«ka 1:;.ke in
when approved.
shall, upon receiving a notice to that effect
I Approved Mar. 1.]
t!u* waters of the. suite a: anytime; or on the shores thereof, so- o
townships fifteen aim sixteen, range fc-;r; the any of
uni Lmard of health, prompt 1\
from the
to fish i.i Oras-;.
pond iu the towns of Hope* and Randolph bridge, or o-. '•
following named ponds, Jakes and streams of
move, bury, .u-.ot herw ise dispose of E.<• re- < umiiorland
at any time within five years
ortho shores thereof, boi-v.
CHAPTER VT
county: tin- tributaries to -ab- and Ilockport
of this aet. Whoever vio- day light of morning, furf**"
mains. and :f he falls lo do so within such i»ath
Pay pond, in the town of New Gloucester; j from the approval
AN ACT amendatory of Chnpb
two bun
of he pm\ '-.ions of this section shall Jars for each offense; and wn
time as may be pres, ribod by the local the tributane- to
Sebago lake, except < 'rooked kites any
dred and eighty-seven of the Public Laws
hoard of health, and in such manner n< and Njrtlnvest rivers: the tributaries to Anon- he subject to a penally «-! not less than ten dol- | or destroys, any wild duck. ;•
of eighteen hundred and ninety-three, rethe aid of jack-lights, so
may be satisfactory to such board of health, ymous pond, in the town of Harrison: Loyal lars nor moro than thirty dollars for each oi
lating to the better Protection of Sheep. shall be
J
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall river from Sabbath Pay pond to ,Jon.an s dam ; fcnse, and otic dollar additional for every lish j ficial light, at any time,
Section 1.
Section two of chapter two be
:
punished by a fine of not less than fin; the tributaries to Thomas pond in the t c.vns caught, taken or killed in violation of any of each offense: the having
hundred and eighty-seven of the
-ion, in the night time in
public noi- nmre than twenty-five dollars, or by im- of Raymond and f'aseo; « reely 1 r ok and the provisions ot Tills section.
laws of eight, u hundred and
‘Section ik Whnex er fishes for, t a k -, cate be**, duck grounds in Mt vvru“ninety-three prisonment not exceeding one month.
tributaries in the towns of Oxford, Norway
1
is hereby amended by inserting after the
and Otisfleld: and Hancock- pond in Sebago kills, or destroys any fish, wiih fish spawn or K-rmebeo river, BuiHli
[Approved Mnr. fkj
word “dog" In the eighth line the words
grapnel, sp ;ir. trawl, weir, seine, trap, or set Randolph bridge, shall
and Denmark, or any of its tributary brool-w,
and each female dog incapable of prodm.
and that the person having
fora period of two years: the following purls lines, except- when fishing thr-m_: the i«
C IT AFTER 40.
ot more than live set lines m tlm
session is hunting ducks c
‘ing young.* and by inserting after the word
lakes and r-f reams of Franklin eount\
the then with
i ‘Se< tlon 14. The .’mu-:
or
m any oin*
r each" !u ihe ninth line the word ‘other,’ AN ACT to e: fablish the salary of the tributaries to Webb's p.unl in the town : i liayrmu'. or wmi any
than by the ordinary mode of angling with iislmries and game ma>. up
so that said section, as amended, shall read :
Judge of Probate for tho County of Han- Weld, except Abler brook donnas far sm vbe | way
mill dam at Hildreth's mills; the tributaries single baited hooks and lines, artificial files, a license to such per?*-ns as
’Section 2.
Every owner or keeper of a
cock.
artificial minnows, artificial insects, spoon in their Judgment, a^o *!
[dog more than four months old shall annuOn and after January one. eighteen hun- to Tufts and Dutton ponds in township two,
and friei
Pur- | hooks and spinners, so called, shall be fined good reputation,
ally, before the first day of April, cause It dred and ninety-nine, the salary of tho range bur, west of Bingham’s Kent
I not less than ten nor more than thirty dollars game laws of the state; ar
to be registered, numbered, described and .judge of probate within and for the coun- chase ; the outlet, of tho same from I1
for each offense: and when such prohibited censes to suitable jc
licensed for one year from the fust day ty of Hancock shall be one thousand dollars pond to Reid’s falls and from Tufts pond to {
a: ••0.Alder stream: the tributaries to Rangelev lake | implements or devices are found in use or pos- shall not exceed ten
of
in
the
office
of
of
April
the
instead
the
clerk per annum
sum now fixed by
are forfeit and contraband, and
capture and have in posae.and Ross pond; Rangelev stream from the session. th<
of the
city, town or plantation where law.
[Approved Mar. 7.]
Uomestm
lower wharf at the outlet of Rangelev lake any person rinding them in use, may destroy birds other than
said
is
and
Eh all
dog
kept,
keep
It shall, however, bo lawful to take nests thereof for scientifi
tlu’m.
down to the dead water at the upper end of km.
around
Its
neck
a
collar
distinctly
minnows nml other bait fish, commonly used such license the applicant n>
CHATTER 41.
eddy and from the upper end of the eddy to
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regarding taking of Smelts
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eighty-five of

fg

written permission of the coinui s*.
land fisheries and game, shall *■■■
than fifty dollars nor more
dollars.
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|
|

marked

with the owner’s

name

and its

re-

gistered number, and shall pay to snid clerk
for

a

license the

sum

of

one

dollar and fif-

teen cents for each male dog and each female dog Incapable of producing young, and
three

dollars

and

fifteen

cents

for

each

female dog, and a. person becoming
the owner or keeper of a dog after the first
day of April, not duly licensed, shall cause
it to be registered, numbered, described and
licensed as provided above. Every owner or
keeper of dogs, kept for breeding purposes,
may receive annually a special kennel license authorizing him to kppp such dogs for
When the number of dogs so
said purpose.
kept does not exceed ten, the foe for such
license shall be ten dollars, when the Dumber of dogs so kept exceeds ten, the fee for
such license shall he twenty dollars, and
no fee shall be required for the dogs of such
owner
or
keeper under the age of six
months.
Dogs covered by the kennel license shall he excepted from the provisions
of this section requiring registration, numbering or collaring.’
other

Section

2.

This

act

shall

take

effect

April 1, in the year of our Lord one thouamended, shall read sand eight hundred and ninety-nine.
[Approved Mar. 2.]

for li

bait, for one's

in

fishing,
the mouth of Kennebago stream, from July
AN ACT to amend Section forty-four of first to Alav first; Konnebago stream b.'tween any of the closed streams in this state, and to
in
for
of
smelts
the
the Revised Statutes, re- the foot ol tho first falls near its mouth to the lake
consumption
family of
Chapter two
laving to the distribution of printed co- upper falls at. the outlet of the lake, between the person taking them.
No
7.
shall
“Section
person
transport more
pies of the Public Laws.
July first ami May first; Cupsuptie stream,
Section forty-four of chapter tributary to Cupsuptie lake, above the first than twenty-five pounds of land-locked salmon,
Section 3.
'.it. togne, or white perch, in all, at any one
two of the revised statutes Is hereby amend- falls near its mouth, between the first day of
time ; nor shall any such he transported except
ed, by adding alter the word “subscribers.” July and May ; South Bog stream up to the first
in the possession of the owner thereof, plainly
in the fourth line, and the word “distrib- quick water, from July first, to May first; the
labeled thereon with the owner’s name and
uted,” fn the fifth line, the words, ‘within stream connecting Long pond and Rangelev
residence, except as is provided in section
Rem is
the Btafs,’ so that said section snail read as lake, from July fpst to May first;
of this chapter; nor shall any corpostream, tributary to Mooseluemaguntie lake; twenty-six
follows :
which flows into Konnebago ration transport more than twenty-five pounds
Whetstone
brook,
lie
shall
44.
cause tho public
‘Section
stream from the foot of the boulders, so palled, in all, of -aid fish, at one time, as the property
laws passed at each session to be printed
in said stream, to tho loot of the falls at the of any one person: nor shall any person take,
after
the
within thirty days
close thereof,
outlet of Kennebago lake; Metalluc and Mill catch, kill, or have in possession in any one
on
on extra shoots,
good paper, by the pubbrooks which flow into tho Tppcr Richardson day more than twenty-five pounds in all. of the
lishers of each newspaper ; and each printWhoever violates any of
lake: the tributaries to Wilton pond in the above named fish.
and
er who so publishes
distributes the laws town of Wilton: the tributaries ol
Varnum and the provisions of this section shall be punished
within
the
to his subscribers
stare, shall re- North
ponds'in the towns of Temple and Wilton, by a fine of fifty dollars for each offense and
of fish so taken or
ceive ten dollars, besides one dollar for and of Clearwater
pond in the towns of Parm- nne dollar for every pound
fo
in excess of twenty-five
copies
hundred
distributed within ington and Industry; the tributaries of
every
Long being transported,
Fie shall also procure the usual
and all such fish being so transported
the state.
pond and Sandy {river pond, lying wholly or in pounds;
number of each volume of Maine reports part in Bandy river plantation: Lufkin pond or taken in violation of this section may he
and distribute thorn and the acts and re- and its tributaries, In tho town of Phillips; the seized and shall he forfeited to the state.
solves when published, to such corpora- tributaries to Four ponds in townships i'. and Whoever has in his possession more than
tions. officers, and other persons, as the D: tho tributaries to'Jim and Mud ponds, in ! twenty-live pounds in all, of said fish, shall be
township two, range four, west of Bingham's j deemed to have taken them in violation of
legislature designate.'
This act shall take effect Kennebec Purchase, am Webb s liver above j this section; provided, however, that the takSection
Goodwin Brothers’ mill dam, in Carthage; the ing of one fish additional having less than
[Approved Mar. 7.]
when approved.
e.

own
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live dollars; but no person
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poses shall sell, offer for sa.-\
or
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dispose of the sam

pensation
eggs,
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hundred dollars
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poisonousor‘(,t*lR,t€

wise, to be taken from the
change of specimens for
and for any violation of tiu
section, such persons shal
of not less than ten nor no
This section, however, shall
killing of any birds nor the
nests or eggs thereof on So
missioners may, for cause,
authorized by this section
tinned in this section may
thoir possession, at \ 1.• 1.
Ush and game lawful I > *•:*
time for the sole purpose

mounting t’:o same; hii•! s 1
parts thereof may be trail?;
see and retained by him bu
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eat Si year, to take, catch,

-lood purposes only, to be
•easily where taken, by the
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.laiiie, in cither <'■£ the <ounuklin, Somerset, Piyciaquis,
k, »lam <or V. -a:ng-

having first pn wed a license
:after provided, on payment
non-resident, and four dolof this state, for the license
"d, and having at the same
in In. possession, and under
anlatious as the comm issm/mrs
and game shall from time to
■cut it shall he unlawful for
the state to take a deer as pro-

'ion,

or to enter upon t'n wild
with intent fo camp and kin
•n. while
engaged in hunting or
>< i; g iu, charge of a registered

months of

June, A uly, AuOctober; provided that
this section so far as entering
and
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state

with intent

tires thereon while

to

engaged

k.-hing, shall not ajiply
:.s who while hunting or
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ng or fishing camp, which is
the control of any registered
“rered camp owner.
No license,
oied, shall he issued except on a
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by the commissioners, which
bed :o it a coupon having a fac.
c.i'.iiiasioners’ signatures; and
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carcass of the deer, in plain
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occupant shall forfeit not more than one hundred nor less than twenty dollars for every day
of such neglect between the first days of May
and November. On the completion of a lisli

re-

printed.

way to the satisfaction ct he commissioner* ol
inland fisheries and game, or at any subsequent
time, they shall prescribe in writing the time
during which the same shall be kept open and
free from obstruction to tho passage of fish
each year, and a copy of such writing shall be
served on the owner or occupant of the dam.
The commissioners of inland fisheries aud game
may change the time as they see fit. Unless
otherwise provided, fishways shall be kept open
and unobstructed from the first clay ot May to

the stat.g and in ail eases where the prayer of
the petitioners is refused, one-half of the ex-

I the fifteenth day of July. The penalty for neglecting to comply with this section, or with any
regulations made in accordance herewith, is
not loss than twenty nor more than one hun!
inland fish, in dred dollars for every day ol' such neglect.

penses of the commissioners shall be paid by
the petitioners.
Whenever they deem it for
the be t interests of the state, after like notice
and hearing, they may entirely prohibit the

ami costs.

provisions of this section relating to deer ! 'Section s. The commissioners may annu3'n the
unties of Ymk, Cumberkmd, An-lro- !
ally issue licenses to suitable persons to buy
seoggin, Saga-Iah
Knox. k mob;, V.hd-’m, ! u d soil,
r tan. de r skins lawfully taken.
.aid Kmncb.-e, sh *11 b subject to a
■■!.) a re ora 01 all
| i.'.'t perui3 .i;dear
panalbyif
’’
I skins
forty dollars and o-is for n-h Ac esc.
purchased, of win-m pur-hased, and the
j.o.-si *>inil more b :te of p ir.'luv and .-.kail report annually to
than "lie Lull in i.
more t! mi o.\m deer, in
the coni * assignors. The fee for such license
cr
rim
open season,
amr.u.tid animals shall be live dollars, l<* he paid to tiie commis.my ..f
o' pens t '.i
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-.a
e.-se seas
-at- a** is
sion*: rs and by them '« * ihe -Mai'- treasurer: and
d« -inc-l to •. m-ever, licvii.-.ed a> a;ore-said, unreasonably
pro-. ••!'.•:! in this chapter, shall
l:-nv
killed, taken mid destro;..
ih
sm ».» m
and v. illf.iiiy r.-hu-f s to m ike such report, shall
vi datum at' law. The word- •< !•»?•* s
and 1m- punished ov a line
one hundred dollars
‘close time,’whe".; usOil in this-..
.-hail moan and e- ot
the time «»r period (hiring wha h by this act it
‘Suction
livery person who keeps .1 sportIs made unlawful to hum, slrnot, wound, trap I'
g v.tnip, loilge or plu-.e of resort for inland
or destroy any bird or animal, or iish for, or hi
nting or fishing parties, or whoever engages
eateli aa- iish mentioned or referred to in tills in the burhuu.- ui
hunting <r trapping any of
j
the

cause
to

rue locality to be aborted, to regulate the times and places in which and the circumstances under which game and inland fish
m
be taken, but they canu- t authorize the
taking of game or inland fish at a time in
whi n its capture is prohibited by the laws of

>r

Whoever shall vi<d it*? any of

er.

after notice In

takingof any kind of game or
part of the stale, for a series of years not
exceeding four. They may adopt and, from
time to time, modify or repeal such needful
rules and regulations, not contrary to the laws
of the state, as they may deem necessary or
proper lor the protection and preservation of
tht- game and inland fish of the state, in conformity with the provisions of the last two pre•vding seeti m*. They shall file, in the office of
the <. lerks cf the cities,towns and plantations in
the territory t>- be affect, >1, a v*py v>f the rules
and regulations adopted by them, ami publish
the same throe weeks successively in a newspaper printed in the county, and post on the
hanks of waters to bo affected, as nearly as
nmv be, like notices; and whenever
any such
rules or regulations apply to any unorganized
the fur l. aiing animals uf the state, in any of
township, a like copy shall be filed with the
the unorganised townships or wild lands
clerk of courts for that county, and published
j of the state, shall annually procure si li- t:;; weeks
successively in a newspaper print! cense therefor from the commissioners of
ed in the county; they shall also immediately
; inland ii-heries and game ami pay a fee therem
the
adoption of any rules anrl regulations
| l<*r »u live doilais, and shall tua’uo such report up
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c
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for; of the same in the office of
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the secretary of
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d the d ive of the purpureh.i -U,
of the rules ami regulations of the commissionand on
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‘Section 40. Whenever the commissioners of
inland fisheries and game find a fishway out of
repair or needing alterations, they may, as in
case of new fishways, require the owner or oc-
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Adi birds, UsU and g ::ne hunted,
kdh !,
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i-nn.-y r?*•• or l-mud ;n j» ss,u of aiwperof tin provi•<.ii or corpora
n, in vicia
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.•aughi,

license

or

license;

per.

per-

‘ejection :;b. Whoever at any time or in any
intmi: r shall hum, chase, cat. •!;, kill, take,
‘.Section 30. Mu per- n sh .11 engage in the hu\ e in
possession, or destroy any inland game,
I bu
of guiding, either l'.-r inland fishing
in \ iolation of any of the rules and regulations
or 1 rest hunting, until ho lias viu? e-l his
of the commissioners of inland fisheries and
::*-g-», am! residence to bo rr-- -rded in a ;
game, made and promulgated <n conformity
that purpose l»v the eommissiuubook kept
villi the provisions of this chapter, shall be
!
of inland lislu-ries and game, and 1ms propunished in the same manner and to the same
cure*.; a conilieato from said commission,-ra,
ext. Lit as is provided for by law for the illegal
setting forth in substance that he i -leemed
miming, chasing, catching, killing, taking,
I «uitabb t-'
as :: guide, cither for inland fishhaving in possession, or destroying of any such
ing r f.-resit hmuir. r, or both, as the or:so may inland game.
!'•
under a pr-naUy of fifty dollars and oust.-* of j
•Section:::. Any person who wilfully muti:si-rod '•
i->n for ca-rh oi -nse. Much
1-om
iat.es, defaces or destroys any notice, rule or
uu time to tinie, as oil -1• ns e- i
g
regulation of the commissioners, oi inland flsh<inested by the conn s-ioae.s, forward, on m sami g uuc, posti in cor. tenuity with the
>•
b
li
ed
him
the
comm
is
a
1.
ks i'nrni
i-mers,
provisions of this act, shall be puuished by a
statement of the number of persons lie has uuc not
exceeding fifty dollars, to be recovered
and
forest
lided
in
inland
hunting by complaint c-r indictment; anil one-half of
fishing
g
'd
;*
;• iu <-:iid statement,
eali
v
time
•inring
sai-i hue shall be paid to the prosecutor.
the number of*;..; •; he lias been curd wed a;- a
cation be.
Said commissioners of fisheries
:id.-, and .-uefi other > ••'•ful ini'crmat'mn reiu- and
game may take fi ,h and game <>:' any kind
!: ve to inland fish ami game, forest fires ami
and in such manner, as they
where,
when,
the preservation of the lorests m the )■>.• liitios choose, for the purposes of science aud of cul<
i wncm he lui:. guided, r
the e.»iniuis.-,i-mers fiv.'i.L»»n and
dissemination, and they may
mill- deem of imports: wo t«* tlio state, under a gr ;ut written p»:\nit to other persons to take
or
of
dollars
for
unreasonably
tilry
piwaUy
fish and game for the same purposes, and may
willfully ruf'Lbag to c-.-rnp'y with these require- jilt rod. ce or permit to be introduced, any kind
: ments.
j*i‘ fish into any waters. They may, after a hear•Si
ion :-:l. Such reg; irition as is provided 1
ing, set apart, for a term not exceeding ten
for in this chaptt si:ad be ns follows: the apyears, any waters for the use of themselves, or
plicant shall apply in writing or personally to of the United States commissioner of fish and
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they deem unsuitable.
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the commission-vs for

registration, or to .some
? er.-.on de.-ifjnated by the commissioners, setting forth in hi applb* ition whether he desires
to b
registered as a g moral or lo. al guide;

i-wioto-imay refuse to register any
applicant whom they deem unfit to be a guide,
aid linn, for cause shown, after due notice and
hearing, wmeel any registration by them made,

the amount of the lino for such violation, on
rendition that, if *• mvieted of such violation,
lie will, within thirty days lhereafter, pay such
tine and costs. If he neglects or refuses to
^ive such bond and takes the game or fish ho

and may advance any <me from the local class
"ml class, whenever they shall deem
to the g<
be a general guide.
such person qualified t
Whenever a guide, registered as provided in
this chapter, is convicted of any violation of

seized, he shall have
;t-r for such seizure,

any of the inland fish and game laws, the commissioners shall, at their discretion, cancel his
certificate of registration and strike his name
from the li.-t of registered guides; but such
person may thereafter be registered again at

no

acti m against the ofiifor the loss of the game

Gsh seized.
‘Section J".
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Xu resident of this state shall
sell or give away any moose or deer or part
thereof, or any game birds, to be transported
>r carried beyond the limits of this state, tinder
penalty of one hundred dollars for each and

part thereof, and one
dollarforeverylgamebirdso sold or given away;
and any person who shall buy any of the above
named animals or birds or parts thereof, to so
transport them, or who shall transport them
after buying the same or receiving the same as
a gift, shall be subject to the same penalty.
‘Section J‘h Any person who has lawfully
killed a moose ora deer, except in September as
heretofore provided, or who has lawfully in his
possession one tu'Ut^oaetogue, one laud-loftSaai
every moose, deer

or

of inland fisheries and game, made and

.:

-i• :is
tiiis tuple: : :.<t amendment?. thereto,
diallbe liable to seizure; and in ou-! oi omv iction for such violation, such g ime'shall be
forfeited to the state, to be sold *-r c uisumpAny person whose
:ioo in this state only.
;v»me nr fish has been seized for violation of
my game or fish law, shall have it returned to
,is:n on giving tn the cdicer a bond with at:ilident sureties, residents of the state, in double

or

ers

j shall
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falsely repres. *ls himself to
thereof. sheil be ];mde !•> the
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mah- writ: n r«-p.ort there if f ;> the compromulgated in conformity with rhe provisions
j missioners mnltr oath. whuev-r violaves any of this
chapter, shall be punished in the same
! of the p"- >\ isiuu.is section sh .’l be lined
manner and to the same extent as is provided
one hundred dollars and costs 1 -r <• ,di ulTci.se;
for by law for the illegal taking. ar- liing, killthe Sunday the
•lii.ul.rSiu'.icr-. however nr.", refuse to ising or destroying of any such inland tisn.
ate a >t here*
f- •■••a
on or

:
doilai
each mv e or deer so
transported or or. v: -d ; and auy person la-: :.;e
ml ii v.'icr of 0: ii games or parts thereof,
wim. r*i via an thr to rm-'i transportation,
■osts
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or' birds id any
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p ital.ies :ig.se; therefor
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‘he a

er,

kit*
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closed waters wherein tho same are so cultivated and maintained, as and when he pleases,
and may at all times sell them for cultivation
and propagation; hut he shall not sell them for
food at

seasons when the taking thereof .is
not less than ten
more.than one hundred dollars, and a further penalty of not^ less than one dollar for
each fish so sold. Any person engaged in the
artificial propagation of trout, or fresh aud
salt water salmon, when tlie parent fish are
taken from public waters in the state, shall retain not less than twenty-five per cent of all

prohibited,guilder a penalty of
nor

owners or

hearing in

Sagada- retailing of deer as above specified, oy payment
<-d fifty ce-nts for each deer retailed ; su ni m.irhtmien and provision dealers holding these
licensee shall annually, on December iii ‘eenih.
make, sign, and semi fi* rim commissioners,
Lincoln, and Wahl >. except dark g the month under
oath, a statement setting forth in detail
of o-a:••;=..r of each year, or iu Kennebec, ex- the number of deer
by them bought, an i of
cept during the months of Oct >hcr and Novem- whom
bought, and tbo date of each purchase,
ber "i each year, and no person shall,
during during the time covered by their licenses;
< .-live
the
open seasons in tin. -e counties, and whoever fails to make the report re.) aired
!
'ah-,
or
have
in
itch, kill,
}. sion moio m this section shalljbe subject to a penalty f
tiia.n

stream

frequented by salmon, shad, alcwives,
or land-locked salmon, shall
provide the same
with a durable and efficient fishway, of such
form and capacity, and in such location as may,

‘.-'eciion
The commissioners of inland
fisheries and game shall have authority, upon
Lilian
of
five
or
more citizens of the state, or
]"
wliene\ c-r they shall deem it for the best interests of the .state, after due notice and public

four years Ir on October first, m the
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and nineo -nine; and it .-had be unlawful :•>
hunt,chase,
oiUh >r kill any dam in the counts. of Kir.-..

tills
•"

commissioners of inland fisheries and
game, the name and residence of each ru-rs m
oi whom ho purchases any inland li.di or
game
ami the date of such purchase; and if an niarketman or provision dealer shall violate the
provisions of this section, he shall be lined li e
hundred dollars for each oiUnse end
j,..:
Mbited for five years thereafter from timheneiits of this section. All market men or
pm\ isiou dealers li -ensed
afou -aid shall pay to
the commissioners, in eities and towns «.f over
three thousand inhabitants, ii* o dollars annnaliy. and three d-. Iars in all «d,ie: pl.or.s; or
instead of this fee, the commissioners muv. :;t
their discretion, issue licenses amh-earing the
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1

October, in v :elation of the provisions herein
contained, shall be fined forty dollars and costs
of prosecution, for each offense, ami be
subject
t.. imprisonment
thirty days. It shall be unl;:v*: 1
to
'••'ever,
take, catch, kill, chase or

in

shall

e

>

the

No.

Whoever shall take, catch or kill
any deer, or
cuter upon the wild lands in this state, with intout to camp and kindle fires
thereon, while
engaged in hunting or fishing, witaout being
m charge of a
registered guide, during the
months of June,.July, August,September and

o.i

"r

>.

.-

c;

atoh, kill,

■

.*

as

manner, hunt, take.
p '.ssessio!! any deer or
I n w.;
fifteenth a ml
,i.» 1! bet ween October

au\

•••'
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...:ept

buying
selling deer as aforesaid; and provided
that
said
further,
markotmen shall rv-ord in a
hook kept for that purpose, and
open to the inspection of inland fish and game wardens and

Commissioners.

Signature of registered guide,

•'

.......

an

;.nd
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>

having

may seil the same at retail to hi. local
ers, provided, however, that said inar!:-t:nen
«.«r pro is.oil
dealer, shall have procured a ii
cense of tiie commissioners of inland
lishcrior,
and game to carry on said business of

De-

he treasurer of state.
.If* gO'Yvilif :• It 1 eouil-

i>\

One deer.

taken.pg.

signature of licensee,..

Said

m

a--,:

meat

Any markefcmun or provision
established place of business
state, may purchase and have in his
possession at liis said place of busmens not
more than three deer,
lawfully killed or d.>
s-iroyed, or any part thereof, at onetime,: rut
dealer,
in this

same.

\v.rti!k:ato under oath
oi state, that lie first
->se from the skin of sueli
d them l
burning, and
:• o

Commissioners.

‘Section27.

No. 1.

deer for food purposes.

This authorizes the keeping of carcass for bod
1*‘••idy in the 1*.. aiity where taken, and
trim spur cation of hide, head and horns of
the

a

a

one

N

skin, and entirely

then hr shall pay the
I'Lisnarlk receipt therewith
such e- riiiioate.
.’•a'aall immediately make

take

to

j

or

engaged in the artificial culture and maintenance of fishes, may take tliom'in his own en-

>>

..

State of Maine.

that de killed
O

following described
fish,..

Signature of licensee..

J signature
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Li

or

by having this lag attached thereto.
Xut transferable.

Commissioners.

the entire

tn. usurer

v. u

This certifies that.of_is authorized to
sliip to his home in.or to., a patient
i.i the.hospital, the
game, game birds

ing beds, feeding troughs or artificial ponds of
land-locked salmon or trout, or other useful1
fish, 'flie penalty for the willful violation of i
1
any of such rules and regulations shall be fifty
dollars for each offense. The commissioners
may, at their discretion, screen the outlet of
any pond or lake or authorize the same to be
done under such conditions as may seem to
them just.
‘Section 39. The owner or occupant of every
dam or other artificial obstruction in any river ;

writing to one or more of said I eggs taken from said parent fish, and shall
occupants and a hearing thereon, be cause the sumo to be properly cared for and
determined by the commissioners of inland hatched, and when hatched and in
proper confisheries and game by written notice to some dition, to be returned to a
place suitable for
owner or occupant
specifying the location, such young fish in the original waters from
the commissioners.
form, and capacity of the required fishway, which the parent fish wero taken, and shall
and
the time within which it shull be built; and cause said
‘Section ;j2. The governor, with the advice
parent fish to be returned to safe loand consent of the council, shall appoint three said owner or occupant shall keep said fishway cations in such
waters, under a penalty of not
in
amt
inland
and
of
fisheries
free
from
persons to bo commissioners
repair,
obstruction less than fifty nor more than five hundred dolopen
and game, one of whom shall be the land agent for the passage of fish, during such times as ate lars for each offense. But this section does
of the state, and shall hold the office.so long as prescribed by law; provided, however, that in not
apply to cases in which the parent;fish arc
he shall continue to bo land agent, and shall case of disagreement between sakl commis- taken in the manner and at the time and
place
receive in addition to his salary as land agent, sioners and the owner or occupantjof any data, permitted for the capture of such fish for food;
the annual sum of two hundred dollars; the! as to the propriety and safety of the phau sub- nor to operations in fish culture conducted for
other two commissioners shall hold their office | mitted to the owner or occupant of such dam public purposes by
permission of the commisfor the location and construction .f the fish- sioners of
imee years. uni until tm-ir successors are
fisheries, who may affix such condi
3Uon
each
owner
receive
or
appointed and qualified, and shall
| way,
occupant may appeal to llie lions to their permits as they see tit, requiring
an annual
salary of one thousand dollars. Said j county commissioners of the county where tho in no case, however, less than twenty-live per
commissioners shall receive, in addition to ! dam is located, within twenty days after notice cent of the young fish to lie returned, as protheir salaries, actual traveling expenses, to be | of tho determination, to the commissioners of vided in this section.
audited by the governor and council; they! inland fisheries and game by giving to the lat‘Section 45. No person without permission
1
-b; :
pro\ ided with an office in the state ter named commissioners, notice in writing o? of tlio proprietor, shall fish in that portion of a
it .1, w ;li suitable furniture, stationery and such appeal within that time, stating therein pond or other water in which fish are
artificially
the reasons therefor; and at the request of cultivated or maintained
".nc.- facilities for the transaction of the busiby written permission
ness oi the
department, and. they may api>oint the appellant or tho commissioners of inland of the tisli commissioners, under a penalty of
fisheries and game the senior commissioners in not less than ten nor more than one
a clerk at a salary not exceeding five hundred
hundred
office of any two adjoining counties shall be
dollars per aunum.
dollars, besides two dollars for each fish so
‘Hection 33. The commissioners of inland associated with them, who shall appoint a time taken or killed; and, in default of
payment,
fisheries ami game shall examine dams and all to view the premises and hear the parties and such offender shall be
imprisoned at the exother obstructions existing in all rivers and give due notice thereof, and after such hearing pense of the prosecutor, until said forfeiture
streams, and determine the necessity of fish they shall decide the question submitted, and is paid nr otherwise discharged by duo process
ways, and the location, form and capacity cause record to be made thereof, and their de- of law.
thereof; and shall introduce ami disseminate cision shall be final as to the plan and location
‘Section4G. Whoever kills nr destroys any
\ ulliable species of food fish into tlie inland
appealed from. If the requirements of tho sea salmon or land-locked salmon less than
commissioners of inland fisheries and game are ivno inches m
waters of tlie .state, ami valuable food birds
length, nr any trout less than
ino lh state. They shall examine into the affirmed, the appellants shall be liable for the five Inches in
length, forfeits five dollars for
costs
a
ter
the
of
and
see
the
inland
fish
otherwise
arising
wo;-kings
game laws,
appeal,
they the offense and fifty < ntg for every land-locked
that all iolations thereof are duly prosecuted, shall be paid l.y the county. If a fishway thus salmon or trout so killed or
destroyed. Whoan i perform all other duties prescribed bylaw.
required is not completed to the satisfaction ever has ir. possession any sa’mon or tract
J1.
.shall annual!.', on or before the thirty-first of the commissioners of inland fisheries and of less than the above dimensions shall bo
«! :y
December, report to the governor, who game within the time specified, every owner or deemed to have taken it In violation of this

Augusta.l«9...

the law.
the licensee

°id, unless signed by
and in his
actual possession.
This does not authorize
transportation or sale.
Signature of licensee,.

«.

ten

one

X’o.

conformity with

^

.:•! i;:i!rs> tlie laimant, within
killed such animal, or has
in”- in which lie killed
t

in

—,

or

pounds of guide and
shall be shilled in the use, managepair of game ment and
or canoes, on
handling of such boats
birds, may send the samo to his home or to any
lake, pond or river, as aro used in the territory
hospital in the state, without accompanying in
which lie is authorized to guide, and shall be
the same by
purchasing of the duly constituted a sal'Q
person under all circumstances to be a
therefor
a
agent
tag, paying for a moose five guide for
inland fishing and forest hunting
dollars, for a deer two dollars, for a trout,
parties. A person may receive a certificate as
togue or land-locked salmon, one dollar for a
local guide who does not, in tho judgment
each or one dollar for each ton
pounds of the of the
commissioners, possess all the necessasame, and fifty cents for one white perch or
ry qualifications of a general guide, yet is
ten pounds of the
same, and fifty cents for a deemed
suitable to act as such under certain
pair of game birds. The commissioners of inconditions; and o-uides may ho restricted in
land fisheries and game
may appoint agents in the
territory in which they are permitted to
convenient localities who may sell these
tags, guide. Every non-resident registered as a guide
under such rules and regulations as the
comm isshall pay a fee of twenty dollars; the cominissioners may adopt. Said
tag shall bo substan- stoners
may at their discretion refuse to issue
|
tially as follows:
after October
| any certificates of registration
State of Maine.
twentieth of each year, and every certificate
Department of Inland Fisheries and Came.
issued shall expire with the calendar year. An
License to ship game, game birds or fish.
i official badge for guides may be prepared by

possession, shall authorize possession, use, taxidermy, or consumption of the same. Such
license and coupons shall be in tho following

that it shall bo lawful to

v.--.

salmon or one white perch
either kind of these lish, or

head

mail tin* commi -si*, tiers shall, as soon thereafter
as may be, register sue!: person as a guide in
such class as they shali deem p.- per, after such
investigation je.s the shall uec;n proper; but
said

eot.i:

>

the discretion of the commissioners. Any certificate. canceled by virtue of this chapter shall
be immediately returned to tl:e commissioners,
under a penalty of fifty dollars for refusal or
neglect to comply with this requirement. A
fee of one dollar shall be paid annually for the
registration as herein provided. No jicrson
shall receive a certificate as a general guide
unless lie bo at least twenty years of age, of
good repute and friendly to the inland fish and
game laws, and will discountenance in all
proper ways all violations thereof. He shall be

thoroughly competent to traverse the hunting
^ti’oamxU at tha state m which he is licensed to

!

one

person, each is liable for the cost of

erect-

ing and maintaining such fishway, in proportion to his interest in the dam, ami if any
owner or occupant neglects or refuses to join
j with the others in erecting or maintaining such
j fishway, the other owners or occupants shall
! erect or repair the same, and have an action on
! the ease against such delinquent for his share
I <if the expenses. If the owner or occupant of
such dam resides out of the state, said penal
| tics may he recovered by a libel against the

j

!

which it stands, filed in the
| supreme judicial court in the county where it
is
in
the
name of the commissioners
located,
I
of inland fisheries and game or of any fish
I
wardens who shall give, to such owner or necupant and all persons interested therein, sin h

dam aud land

on

|
I

removed, and who shall enforce all laws relating to inland fisheries and game, and all rules
and regulations iu relation thereto, arrest u.l
violators thereof, and prosecute all offenses
against tho same: said wardens shall have the
power t«> serve criminal processes against
offenders, and shall be allowed the same
fees as sheriffs, for like services, and they
shall have the sumo right as sheriffs to require
aid in executing the duties of their office.
They shall, before being qualified to discharge
tho duties required by this act, give bond to
the treasurer of the btate with two good and
sufficient sureties in tho penal sum of two rtmnsa ul <1 liars approved by the
unmissioners *>f
same

such

inland lisheries and game, conditioned for 11 s
faiibf.il performance of tlic duties » f their
office.
1 biund lish and game wardens may
*-

serve all processes pertaining to the
lle<• ti m
alty for neglect shall be as provided in Ike of penalties f-r \ iolation "f tin* inland lish and
three preceding sections, without appeal.
If game laws; ti-ii wardens
be
may
appointed inthe dam is owned and occupied by more than land tlsh and game wardens and need not
givo

the court or any justice thereof in
vacation, orders and the court may render
judgment therein, against, said dam an 1 lands
j for said penalties and costs, and order a'salef
| thereof to satisfy such judgment and costs
sale, subject, however, to all said requirements
"<*r the erection and maintenance or repair f
The commissioners of inland
said fishway.
t fisheries and game may delegate to any fish
! warden or other lawfuJ.oflicer of fisheries any
of the powers given t>» said commissioners in
relation to the eonstruetion|of fishways.
‘Section 41. The.foliowing waters and their
ti ibut&riesare exempt from the provisions re! hating to migratory fishes and the supervision
j of the fishways by the commissioners, that is
to say, Koyali river in North Yarmouth, Den
ali’s pond or its outlet in Arrowsie, so much of
notice as

|

the waters of the Daniariscotta river as are
west of the railroad bridge near Damariscott.a
mills, all waters in Yinalhaven, Treinont,
Mount Desert, Eden, Franklin, and Sullivan,
Pleasant river m Washington county, Fast
Mac-bias river, aud the ea. tern Penobscot river
in Orland. Little river in Perry shall bo ex-

empt from all the foregoing provisions that relate to maintaining fishways in said riser, except during April, May and June.
•Section iJ. For the purposes of this chapter,
the term‘sahuon’ means the common migratory salmon of the sea coast and rivers; the
term ‘land-locked salmon' means any of the
species or varieties of salmon that do not periodically and habitually run to tlio sea, being
the same locally known as'salmon trout’ and
‘black spotted trout;’ the term ‘alewifo’ means
the small species of migratory lish called ‘alowi.V but kuown also by the local names of
'herring* and ’gaspcreau,’ and also includes the
similar species found in tidal waters and known
as ‘blueback;’ and the term ‘bass’ means the

striped basa of tidal.waters.
The provisions •>! this chapter so
‘Section
far as they relate to fish apply to the taking of
the same in all fresh.waters above ik How of
tiu: tide and in all tidal waters, frequomed by
the various species of fresh water and migratory lislies, except lo riio capture of shad ami
alewiv'es in Denny’s river and its tributaries,
l’emmaquam river and its tributaries, and
sp« ctivc fish culture and scicntie work, take
fish at any time or in any maimer, and erect the Schoodic lakes and their tributaries, and
and maintain any fixtures necessary, for such to tlio taking of wliiSb fish in the Schoodic
purposes. Xo other person’shall take or kill lakes on the St. Croix river and their tributaany fi.di, or use any implement for fishing ries, by citizens of the state with set nets, tiur-,
therein,) ader a penalty of not less than ten nor ing the mouths of May and November,! and ;
more than one hundred dollars, and a further conveying them to their own homes, but not
penalty of one dollar for each fish so taken or otherwise. This chapter doe-dnot apply to fish
killed; .provided, however, that before such taken in the weirs on St. Croix river and does
hearing they shall give notice thereof, bv pub- not repeal the laws relating to the St. Croix,
lication of their intention for two successive Denny’s, 1‘eniniriquam, Cobscook. East Much la 9
weeks in at least one newspaper printed in the and Narraguagus rivers; nor does it apply to
county where such waters lie. They are author- tlie taking of blue back trout except that no
ized to grant permission to talc*- moose, caribou, person shall fish for, catch, take, kill or destroy I
deer and birds for park purposes in this state, the same, with net, seine, weir Jur trap, under ;
under such rules, regulations and conditions! a penalty of five dollars for the attempt, and j
as they shall establish. They may, under such i one dollar for each blue back trout s<> taken, i
rules and regulations as they may establish, caught, killed or destroyed, to bo recovered by
permit the talcing of eels and white fish in the complaint.
‘Section 44. Any riparian proprietor may,
inland waters of the state. They shall have
authority to cause the destruction of all mink within the limits of his own premises, inclose
or
found m or around any fish hatchery
feeding the waters of a stream not navigable, for the
station in this state. They may upon petition cultivation of useful fishes; provided that he
of ten or more taxpayers, residents in the lo- furnishes suitable
passages for migratory
cality, adopt such needful rules and regula- fishes naturally frequenting such waters, and
tions, not contrary to the general daws of the does not obstruct the passage of boats and
state as may be necessary to prevent the intcr- other craft and materials, in places where the
the spawn- same have a right to pass. Any person..legally
fui-HUM# with, or the destruction
it.-heries. in the prosecution of the work of iista
culture and of scientific research relative to
The order setting apart such waters
fishes.
shall be recorded in the registry of deeds of the
county ;n which they are situated. In the
w: ters so s,-t apart, they and the I'nited States
•anmi amor >f fish am! fisheries, an l persons
acting under their authority may. in their re,.

j

make such repairs or alterations;
cupant
and all proceedings in such cases and the pento

tion.
‘Section 47. Tbo governor with the advice
and consent of the council, upon the recommendation of the commissioners of inland
fisheries and game, may appoint suitable persons as fish and game wardens, who shall hold
office for a term of three years unless sooner

<

additional
‘Set:lion 48. Sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, m-imo
officers and constables, arc vested with the
powers of inland fish and game wnrden.s and
their deputies, and shall
vices the same t ees.

i

r»

•Section 4:*.
1'iie commissioners an I e .-r;warden throughout the state, and e\ ery sheriff
and constable in his respect ,•
m:r.\ a re an
thorized and required to enforce the provi-'.
t*
.•

of this chapter, and to seize an;, game •>:- b-h «.r
game birds taken or held in vi latmn of this
chapter; and every such iicer shall have full
power ami authority,ami it sh i!! be his ibi.
<•

with

or

without

-ff any pei sm
believe guilty of a vi
lation thereof, and. with or without a warram,
to open, enter, and examine all camp
wag«*>

whom ho has

a warrant, to an

reason to

stages, tents, packs, stores, warehouse*,
store-houses, out-houses, stables, la-m a
other places, and to examine ad i.< \ha:
and packages where he has rea-mr. ro belie
cars,

any game
this act is

fish taken

or

or

l iu violation

lie

of

found, and to seize the san ••;
that a dwelling house am
provided,
can
be entered for examination,
ally occupied
only in pursuance f a warrant, or to make an
to be
how

v,c.

<

arrest.

‘Section60. Any officerauthorized to enf' ro
inland lish and game laws mw* re.v.ver the
penalties for the violation thereof In an action
on the case in his own name, the venue t
be
the

<

in other civil
diotment in the

as

actions,
name

prosemitiou may be

by

mnplair.ff or
of the state; andsu.h
or

commenc

d

m

tin

in which the offense was commit ted.
adjoining county, and the plaintiff pn

in an-,
w a

g

shall recover full costs without re-a ro t t!
amount recovered. The term ‘game lbrd*’as
used in this act shall be const rued t> nnv n •> im
railed grouse or partridge, all sp b -s of rise
1 .v t
pheasant, woodcock, snipe, plover,
all ducks enumerated in thiJ act; am! the
•game animals’ shall be construed to iiu-a
moose, caribou and deer.
enf
‘Section 51. Am officer authorized
wi ?!.••> t
the inland fish and game laws n
process, arrest any violator o? any iff ha id la*
■

■

and shall with reasonable d hgence, c;uim b a
to bo taken before any trial justice or any nm
nicipa! or police court, In the county where the
offense was committed, or in any ao.'inirg

county, for a w arrant ami trial. .1 urisdiet v a
in such cases is hereby granted to al. tnai j'i>tices am! all other courts to be exercised m :
same manner as if the offense had been con
nutted in that county ; and any oii.cer who
shall maliciously, or without probable cans-,
abuse his power in su< h proceedings, shall bn
liable upon complaint nr indictment, to a lino
not exceeding one hundred dollars, or impri.-onii.i ut not: exceeding three months.
‘-.'.ectimi 02. Jn all prosecutions under this
chapter and the amendments and addition*

thereto, municipal and police judg.-s and trial

justi-es

wit'nin their

counties have,

bv cum

plaint, original and concurrent juri>di '.ru:
o
u::
with the supreme indicia', and sop
or other person v
‘Sectioned. A ;y -cbe
shall receive any tine c
pena ly, >-r any p,. it
iolatic n of a iy
thereof for the
law, ami shall neglect for in on; than thirty <’. s
to pay the same into rlie suite treasury, shall be
punished bv a tine of not le-s than fifty, nor
more than one hundred dollar-; all fines and
penalties recovered, or money >11 l. under any

the provisions of this chapter and the
amendments and additions thereto, shall, by
the person recovering the same, be paid forthwith to the treasurer of the sta*e, after dedu'-i*
iiig legal taxable costs ; at *1 such money so re-

of

ceived by said re;i-nnvr ‘■■■hail bo expended by
tho commissioners «*£ inland lisln.-ries and
game for the protection f-r tin- ilsli and game
01

the state.
‘.■Section 54.

In

case

;of

a

violation of any <
n corporal ion.

the

provisions ot'tiiis chapter by

the

warrant

tested

of arrest may be served by an
on tho president, secretary

copy

at<

r

any general agent thereof in‘lie
county where the action is ponding, and upon
return of such warrant so served, the corporation shall be deemed in court and subject to Uie
manager or

Jurisdiction thereof, ami any tine imposed may first lino thereof the words ‘or said indivi- j one and four of chapter one hundred and
be collected by execution against the proper- dualby inserting after the word “bequest”
twenty-aix. of the revised statutes, where the
ly of such corporation; but this section shall in t he third line thereof the w ords ‘or condi- value of the property ilocs nut •
i fifty dn:not be deemed to exempt any agent or em- tional giftby inserting alter the word “be- lavs; oi offenses described ia
•i .ion birr •>;'
ploye liom prosecution.
quest” in the lifill line thereof the words ‘or chapter one hundred and thirty-tv,of tlio
Section u.). If the holder of any license, conditional gift;’ by inserting after the word revised statutes, where they are uot of a high
ecru heat c. or penno. issued in conformity with
>vill” in the liflh line thereof the words ‘or and aggravated nature, and on conviction, may
any ci the -proi i-ions of tins chapter, shall per- the terms of said conditional gift;’ by insert-! punish by fine not exceeding fifty dollars, orby
:stent.ly <-r liagr.ud !v and kuowingly violate or ing after the word “will” in the eighth line ! imprisonment in tlio county jail for a term not
mnteiianer the violation of any of the provi- thereof the words ‘or said conditional gift;’
exceeding six months, and all violations of the
sions of tiiis ivapicr, s.t' h license, eertilicate,
by inserting alter the word “bequest” in the j tramp law, and of offensc3 described in secre-. ..Uod by the commissionninth line thereof the words‘or conditional j tion four of
period in.iy
chapter one hundred and forty-one
alter due notice given of the alleged vio- gilt ;’by striking out the word “gift” in the tenth of tlio revised statutes, and on conviction, may
i.tliou ami an opportunity afforded to appear iine thereof, and by inserting, after the word bo punished
by imprisonment In tho city or
nd show cause ugaiusw tlie same.
“beq n-st” in the tenth line thereof, tlio words county house of correction, not exceeding six
V'ection oi. li shall bo the duty of each ‘or conditional gift;’ by inserting, after the
months.’
ruv attorney to prosecute all violations of
word “will” in the thirteenth lino thereof, the
•Section 2. Section thirteen of said act is herev
when
wimin
I.is
onls
‘or
said
conditional
chapter occurring
county,
gift;’ by striking by amended by striking out in the third lino,
hi ki.ledge, or when ou: the word “gift” in the thirteenth lino the word
and inserting instead
monthly
*
In* on:;, c.
requested by the comm..--doners thereof, and inserting the words ‘or condi- thereof the words‘in the same manner as re:iv oihcer charged with
if
enforcement, tional gift’ after the word “bequest” iu the quired by law of trial justices’; and by striking
the vanu- at all tiun-s to be sub ject to who SU" aO'-v^'or-i* line thereof, by striking out the out in the fourth line the word “monthly” and
ervision and control of the commissioners,
Vfci’C'ag&&* •'in the fifteenth line thereof and inserting instead thereof the word ‘quarterly’,
a any
crui ion under this chapter, any parinsorttej; tht-words‘and gilts’ after the word so that said section as hereby amended, shall
t. quint in x
iolatiuu tf; ucol. when so re
“i-equfiste**' in the fifteenth line thereof; by read as follows
cstc.i by the county aiioruey. commissioners
‘Seotiou 13. All fines and penalties awarded
riking out the word,*-given” in the sixteenth
other oiliccr instituting the pi >secntion, j iine thereof: by striking out the word “and” and collected by said court in criminal cases
:
be
the
shall
».<
as
a
witness
third
v.-or.l
in
line
the sixteenth
be accounted for and paid over in the
thereof;
may
again**
compelled
testily
any other person charged wiiii violating the and by i>;
;ing tlie words‘or given’ after the same nianuer as required by law of trial jus•..in-.'. u In- e\iiiciice so given shall not be word 'b equeathed” in the sixteenth line tices; and all fees in both civil and criminal
-i against hiui.v.b f in auv prose til ion for
td-M-eot: mi that said section, as amended, cases received by said court shall be paid
violation, ft >l::i!l be inedutyof every1 shall read a s follows
quarterly into the city treasury for tlio use of
i‘ to ora -e ;;.id clerk id :1ns court be
’».>'!)
A henever
the executors or) the said city.’
[Approved Mar. S.]
■i
aw any prosc.'uf.oii
under this act i- fru -ices or said Individual, under any will
c
d
a-ema m
sh.ul po
appeal, wilhilt 1
l'nlly discharged their duties respecting
s a per tne s via '■ c.r db.nissai .dmreoJ'.
;a ;•
CHAPTER 48.
payment, delivery or otherwise of any dea \wt. in;;
...e remit thereof and the
lior bo'.uc.st, or conditional gift, to said
AN ACT to amend Section three of Chapter
di
•■a:.:
noli 1 tcil, ii any. and the
eiiv nr town; and said city or town have actwo hundred and sixteen of the Pnblio Laws
> the commissioners, at Auts: cm lucre ;
o'ii;."! said device and bequest or conditional
of eighteen hundred and ninety-three as
ail eases, the oiueer making the
_a si a.
ai!i
accordance, with the condition* of said
amended by Section one, Chapter two hun•..
to
game or birds, shall vitiun will --.r the term of said conditional gitt a* set
dred and ninety-tiro of the Public Laws of
;• n oav
i.:.u -alter, report all the particulars j forth Pi section one of this chapter, thou said
eighteen hundred and nicety-seven, relating
:
an a ••mired statement of tl.e pro?•••
city or town shall perpetually comply, and
to discontinuing schools and conveying
uses, and fees, anil the disposition
us, * v,
Ktricdy maintain ami keep all the conditions
school ohildren.
1
;i,c commissioners at Augusta, .»mi terms contained in said will or said condifcT.-T
j
Section l. Section three of chapter two hunv,
y v u-sien dial:, in tin-mouth of December t cm: gift by virtue of which said devise or
dred and sixteen of the public laws of eighteen
1.
y ,^r. -a-id at such other t,unc& as the | lau :«•••! or conditional ?vit't was so made, and
hundred and ninety-three is hereby further
onia.
rc.ini.T:
-or town so
.y re*] Mte, r*.•»«>rt to the
accepting said deviso or amended
by inserting after tho word “neces- i
ini's:..ii.-rs ti! •. miutious o: and prosecutions
uic.-i, or ''udiii-uial gift and receiving the
sary” in tho last line of said section as amended !
;
«•:
.-urri-ig n nis dU*.rm;, toc’v»\ 'in tliv benefits therefrom, is
by section one, chapter two’ hundred and
to raise money to carry inp*.-ti;. r woo such further iuioru.uitimi as the! !11 -.•by nurimr:
ninety-five of the public laws of eighteen hun;>i;
»e.-,y ;< pi! C. Tilt} failure Of j i'* « in ct tin- lv-.uirements and terms of said
dred and ninety-seven the words ‘provided
To i-riojK
••cm any a' t, iluty,
:ii »>r
conditional gift bv virtue of
however, that the superintending school com0 hi-h >ani
i*e or bequest or conditional
••iigai. •:» ci. ioico-il up. a linn by this act
mittee may authorize the superintendent of
'i-u
ail be eb '’ii.* 1 .: \ ioli.il :.»u thereof.
d and received.
The progi::
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id cities
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act shall take effect when np[Approved Mar. 8.]

:

p’eved.

Ox'

passage; but any town
its annual meeting, or at a meeting culled
for the purpose, may determine tho number
and location oi its schools aud may discontinue
hem or change their location; but such discontinuance or change of location shall be made
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“box” and inserting in place thereof the word of liapter eighteen as amended by this act, j laws of eighteen hundred ninety-three, lh>
city or town 5m which ti.d: eld'd
dub
‘barrel;' also by striking out of the ninth line and for such purposes. I tnd may he taken and mortgagee or the person claiming under him recovered by the truant < fll -r :n <•
thereof the words “twenty dollars” and in- damages awarded as provided for laying out! is hereby authorized to charge an attorney's; or shall bo impri'ioued not eve* e.divg fh'v
fee. of live d dlai in addition to the sums a
serting in place thereof the. words ‘one dollar;' highways and other ways.
| days.
> '•lion 3.
Sec ‘ion •>. On coraplu mt of ■:•:r- truant oflk:
also by striking out of the same said ninth line
This act shall take effec-.: when tuallp paid lor the publication or servic.e of
i.:».
n:..\ be vcumlttthereof the word “box” and inserting in piece approved.
the notice 01 forccio-ure and for the record mi habitual truant, if a 1
[ Approved Matv-h
thereof the word ‘barrel;’ also by adding at
thereof, an<l said attorney’s fee shall be a lien to the state reform nr In b'w, i' a girl to the
beincluded
t e ii idu
the end of said section the words ‘but
on the mortgaged estate, and shall
any in-tv1.1 i oh
(HA PTKR 74.
with the amount of mortgage debts and school that may heron ft <■.- b
spector may, after a satisfactory examination,
.:'-of
or
service
Polic
tion 7.
for
amounts
brand such packages, thereby becoming re- AN
publication
paid
»1 Chapter two
Ah'Tto amends ctionihr*
said notice and for recording the same, in trial justices shid! •"ve jurisdiction of the casponsible for the. quality of the contents
rephundred and sixU
Public I aws ot eighteen
resented by his brand
<v that said section, us
up the sum to be tendered by the fe r.- 's described in sections one, three. finmdred and ninety three, us amended by making
mortgagor or the person claiming under him and si
amended, shall read as follows
Chapter two luindr* d and nicety tiv. Public in order to be entitled to redeem.
Secti o-i s. Chapter '.vent' tyro of the pub!h
‘Section 14. I' any person takes from a musk
Laws of eighteen hundred and n.nety-sevca,
laws of rtghte- n linn wed wd eighty-seven,
or barrel, any pickled fish
[Approved March 15.]
lawfully inspected] relating to discontinuing ‘-clouds and con
amended by chapter two brr clrod and *'-x
and branded, and substitutes therefor or fraudveyii.g school children.
the pub: claws ofeivbtec': Uunured and nlim*;
ulently Intermixes other fish; or it any
hection three of hnpa r two hundred ai»-1 sixthree, and by c hn.pt w- three hundred and
spector marks any cask or barrel out of his j
CHAPTER 78.
toon, public laws of O'ghtecn hundred find !
own town, or which he lias not
twenty-one r.i the public Hw- of eighteen hun
Inspected. nh'ctv.three, as amended by h pter wo hen- ,
AN ACT to amend Section two of Chapter one deed and ninety-seven, aod Mb cl eyi-ict p
packed, and himself prepared according
'-1 of
tired und ninety-five, public
eighteen’ hundred and fifteen of the Re used Statute* inconsistent
lav.
herewith, Are hereby repeal.
permits other persons unlawfully t<> w
hundred and ninety -s.-ven, hi hereby further
miidre l and
a* amended by Chapter two
his brands, or willfully and
[Approved Mar. 15.]
fraudulently uses' amended by inserting after the- word “as,” in
sixty-four of the Public Law* of eighteen
the same himself after the expiration <>f his
tii hist line ol' section three, the words ‘In tinto
the
and
hundred
ninety-three, relating
commission, he forfeits one dollar for oa<--h judgment of the
-upevinteinling school cum
salary ofthe County Attorney of Cumberland
cask or barrel so dealt with; but an inspector
mitt*, eliall,* uru! striking out the word “to”
CHAPTER 91
County.
may, after a satisfactory examination, bund before the words
render such conveyance
From and after the first day of January in
such packages, thereby becoming responsible
AM ACTS to amend and a,:.'
uecn
.-mu” so that said section, when amended,
..-p;
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hunlor the quality of the content S as
>
two lmndTciS
ebd *• hv
P
l
represented shall read us to hows:
dred and ninety-nine, the salary ofthe county
his
brand.’
by
Approved March !">.]
u-t;
t
eighteen hundred h.Py-*'.‘Section
This act shall not abolish or ehangc
attorney for the county -if Cumberland shall
Sea and Shore FI' .erics.
the location of any school legally established nr
be fifteen 3 mud red dollars per annum, instead
Section
1.
Section thirty-nine of ch.tp.ur
*’:*■ time of itpassage ; hut an? town at ;,s anofthe sum now established by law.
CHAPTER 71.
two hundred eighty-five o. the pi. ho u.
nua! ;:ieeti"?-, or at a mee.'nir culled for th
f Approved March 15.1
hundred
icMAh' ACT to amend Se?-tiou. l'ourto- n of Chap- purpose, may determine the m mberand locaeighteen
nicety---ven, 5
amonasd by inserting after the word 'iuk'
ter sixty-fhr»-c of the lb vise ! Statutes, re- tion of its schools, and may discontinue tlu-m
in the sixth Hue of said :•••
:on, The .v
or change tlielr location ; but such discontinulating to R misters of Probate.
CHAPTER 70.
a gauge with a c.eut up■ •..
nch end
‘■'ion fourteen of chapter sixty-three of ance or change of locntijh shod be made only
<.uo-ii.i,.
.:tsame, measuring ten >m
the revised statutes Is hereby amended by on the written recommeudution of the superin- AN ACT to amend Section two of
Chapter
nf-.
tween an id cicats’ uni bv .-n:i,
adding after the word “thereon" in the ninth tending school committee, and on conditions
sixty of tiie Revised Statute?, ?.s amended
d- die
the word
w
.1
line the following words ‘And every register, proper to presen cthe .lust rights and privileges
by Chapter one mind red and seven ty-nir.o of
*•«
section tho words,
xt«». ted
bavin executed such b<md shall tile it in the * I'tijc inhabitants -m whose benefit such sekouls
of eighteen hundred and
the Public J.aw
1!.
and by inserting Ii. phum f f:»-r*•«.*
ofiiv, of the clerk of thecourttyjcoirmdssioncrs were established; provided, however, that- in
ninety-three, relating to Divorce.
ex:irs
back
•.
up<
of hi? county, to he presented to them at their case of any school havli ;, as now established,
Section 1. Section two of chapter sixty of ing. ‘Jaiddipon

given, be sold under the directions of the court

CHAPTER 64.
^

due notice and hearing all parties interested,
the court shall, if it finds the capital stock to
be Impaired as aforesaid, order such an assess-

>,

v

\

11,

v

;'

1

1

*•

•1

«.cu a

«

CHAPTER 89.
Eastern and Abbagadasset rivers, such
weirs may extend twenty-five feet beyond
ACT to provide for the Schooling of
the one-eighth aforesaid, provided such exChildren In Unorganized Townships.
tension shall not exceed one-fourth of the
Section 1.
Whenever in any unorganized
width of the channel in the Abbagadasset
township in this state there shall be two or and
Eastern rivers.’ Strike out the words
more children between the ages of four and
“on and after the twenty-fifth day of June,”
twenty-one years, the state superintendent
in the eleventh line and insert the following :
of schools shall cause an enumeration of
between the twenty-fifth day of June and
said children to be made, and returned to
the fifteenth day of August of each year,’
him, and shall provide for the schooling of so
that the section, as amended, shall read
said children, cither by establishing a school
as follows :
in the township, or by sending the children
‘Section 35. The limit of depth preto schools in adjoining towns or plantascribed for weirs in the preceding section
tions. or both, as shall by him be deemed
shall be measured at the entrance of the
expedient. In case any of said children are,
weir, provided that no part of the weir
by the state superintendent, sent to schools
known as the leader, is in more than two
in adjoining towns or plantations, said chilfeet of water at low water mark. Weirs
dren so sent shall have the same rights in
limit of two feet depth,
such school as children resident in said may exceed the
measured as aforesaid, under the following
town or plantation.
Provided, however,
the distance from thebethat in case the Interest on the reserve fund conditions: fifst,

CHAPTER 84.

AN

ACT to amend Section thirty-two of Chapter ninety-one ot the Revised Statutes, as
amended by Chapter thirty-four of the laws

eighteen hundred

of

and

ninety-live, relating

to Liens.
Section t.
Section thirty-two of chapter
ninety-one of the revised statutes, as amended
b chanter thirty-four of the laws of eighteen
huiu’tedand ninety-live, is hereby amended

by adding thereto tlio words, ‘but this section
shall not apply w here the labor or materials
arc furnished by a contract with the owner of
the property affected,’ so that said section
thirty-two

herein

as

follows:
‘Section ,2.

amended, shall read

as

The lien mentioned in the pre-

ceding section shall bo dissolved unices the
claimant within forty days after lie ceases to
labor or furnish materials as aforesaid, files
in the office of the clerk of the town in which
building is situated, a true statement of

such

who i-

description

a

nt-itled to the

fees therefor

same

as

for

1

act shall take effect when
[Approved Mar. 16.J

the

discharge of sureties

r> tic.-

on

three, of

a

vised

'*

in the first line the words
ire..-word -surer;.
principal’ ami by striking out the word
l ii.i'’ in the thr-d line and inserting in place

‘or

tb.e wards Miie surety or sureties.'
-ai l section, ,-ts amended, shall read
OlliUVS
>c ;io:i

the
ot

so
as

!

and

schooled,

u-.-!i

v to
par ties interested mnv. in his
’U'.oii, discharge the surety or -mvties
ail liai.-iii- for any, subsequent, but not

u

prn

i'ac■ v

received from the inhabitants
township from the per capita tax,

amount
the

shall pay the expense of said school.
state superintendent of schools shall

The

j

pay

V'

tv

same

[

new

At T

AN

amount per scholar as is
per scholar by the. state treasurer for '.bat year.
The state superintendent of
Section it
the

dren.

I apportioned

thereof, an may re- I
prineipa!, with 1 schools shall have power to appoint agents
‘•w ’he several townships in which schools
[.\pnrovcd Mar h'
be established under this act, whose
duty it shall be und- r the direction of the
state superintendent to enumerate the put 11
j’TEH
pils. collect the per capita tax, employ the
a me:
of Chapter i teacher and attend to all necessary details
-'cot ion
reaches

:•

bond of the
tics approx ed by him.

;nr.

u

i-ti-.ui four
Chapter sev*
lb-vised Statutes, relating
K't".te i»y 1.reuse of court,

S

iam.

th
lb

in connection with said schools: for which
work he shall be paid a sum not exceeding

two doiiars per day, when actually emeight nfe!i;ipter Sixty-f our ployed in this duty, and actual necessary
=s
revised stat
es
here'•;• amended by traveling expenses.
sir.i-.iag ont ho v.mi (Is-‘nr sales ot real estate
For the purpose of carrying
Section 4.
m.
.m
isi ms ol the x\ ill,
out the provisions of this aer. th -re is here-e\-; v" n<I subs; in:tingtherefor
by appropriated the sum of fifteen hundred
‘and ail acts required by
having word
dollars annually.
m
tb* v. ise under the provisions of the
Se n ion r». All former pets and parts of
!•" done and performed by the cxeeu-jt;i
inconsistent with this act, are hereby
so that
u
sai l seethe, r.* amen- a<ds.
repealed.
d< d. -hail
j a- follexvs
i n
Sc
f».
Tliif act shall take effect
iu.-i ter.- testamentary may issue,
[Approved Mar. 10.]
mi
-ill a- t ?
ui: ed by law *>r otherwise wi.-n approved.
•*:
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.i

a

see■

-e

eeh-

the

i-

i-

prox

of the.

mis

v.

11

n

av

be done

pevionncd by 11.e executor xvi-hout. giving
i‘“a t. or by i:is gi .ing one i" a specified mm,
■■■*
v.-i-en the xx-:!!
when it approvides
pears n.-ecssary or proper the judge, on apitb•*
f parries interested, may require

CHAPTER 90.

no

in other eases.'
ms
.m tom- <-.f chapter seventythe revised statutes is amended by in: ine w »•: 'he w -ru -‘exchanges’’ in the sec

ini t->

■

bonds

mv

a...
!

ci

is ‘ex.e-.qn

vr

executors exempted
provhi.nis of section eight,

■

:sf<!

•:•

triK-rfi-i.'
;N;it said
>'ua!i rwnl rs if.Hows
m

'•

iv

i:n

I-C.v
’!

*•••.;

sta: uses

as

amended,

aforesaid,
-ale-, lease*
cxc.-;it‘)r.3 exempted
j;s of section eight,

«-1• t

<"u

::=

coscm

Kike

«

<-•••

section,

.'s

-"

'••:•••':

.•

—!.

i;

ihe revised sia;utes as
’.isiii i '•> tin .indgo for a
lies to his satisfaction, with
>’

•••unlit.or,.-

il! '!-sS rve all provisions of
!,<• j-a.ie. leash nr or exchange of such
<*• ■■•••• *••• in:<.-•••-•
therein, and use due
'.hrenee in ey.i cuting the trust.
’'
Tii;:! !!“'•' wd! pv.iy apply and a--eount
in- i'"o.
.'ils o sv’e or lease a-'-ording to
••

the Laws of eighteen
ninety throe, Chapter three
hundred and lour, as amended by Laws
<•;
ninety-live.
eighteen hundred and
Chapter forty, relating to Boards of Reg-

AN

in

I®’j Approved March 16.]

AN’ ACT iv'.dito the
Trial Jus;ire Ac :■ i-.

t,«

;,..n

,f

costs

in

>

ic

r1-.

-m

«

-hall read

as

‘.Section

4.

follows

:

of registration is
hereby established in each city of the state
having four thousand or more inhabitants,
which

snail

thority

board

A

have exclusive power and
the qualification

determine

to

au-

of

therein, and exclusive power to make
correct and revise the list of voters in

voters

of

epics, and shall perform ali
the duties, and have ex -lusweiy all the powers now exercised by boards of registration
or by the municipal ofli< •*rs of said cities in
making, preparing, revising and correcting
the list of voters (her in. under chapter
r-vised

bating

statutes

\

statutes,

hereto.

the*

CO AFTER
AN

A( T to amend be

Salmon.

cuts Irurr. ’is, defendant: or, in
the taxation of costs, s ••eh justice, judge or
u-d; r. v. xc-or alhiw- mere than. tliat sum

in

e..

d
•'

’ahh-ii.'-d

t

»

pp roved Mar. 16

]

CHAPTER S3.
AN’ ACT to amend Chapter one hundred and
nineteen, section two. ot Public Laws of the
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and

Srchon

ledge, between the fifteenth day of May
September, so that said section, as amended, shall read as follows:
’Section hO.
From the fifteen! h day of
Juiy to the first day of April following,

the

and the first of

there shall be

ing which

no

close time for salmon dursalmon shall be taken or killed
a

in any manner, under a penalty of not more
than fifty nor less than ten dollars, and a

lowing words, namely: ‘Judges of municipal
and police courts and trial justices shall have
jurisdiction of all offenses arising under this
chapter, whore the amount of which any such
innkeeper or boarding house keeper or the
owners thereof have
been thus defrauded,
does not exceed the sum of twenty dollars,’
so that Ffiid section, as amended, shall read as
follows:
‘Section 2.

mon so

taken

l'roviueci.

killed.
oetween

the

fif-

September, it is
lawful to lish for and take salmon by the
ordinary mode, with rod and single line, hut
not otherwise.
Provided further, that It shall be lawful to take salmon by weirs on the Saint
Croix river below the breakwater at the
ledge between the fifteenth day of May and
the first of September.
[Approved Mar. 10.]
teenth

days

or

However, mat
of July and

Innholders and keepers of hotels
boarding bouses shall post up a printed
CHAPTER 02.
of
sections
one and two of this act, in a
copy
conspicuous place in each room in their inns, AN* ACT to amend Section thirty-five of
Chapter two hundred and eighty-five.
hciels and boarding bouses. Judges of muniPublic Laws of eighteen hundred and
ripai and police courts and trial Justices shall
have jurisdiction of all offenses arising under
ninety-seven, entitled “An Act to revise
and consolidate the Public Laws relating
this chapter, where the amount of which any
such innkeeper or boarding house keeper or
to Sea and Shore Fisheries.”
the owners thereof have been thus defrauded,
Amend section thirty-live by inserting
does not exceed.the sum of twenty dollars.’
after the word “channel” in the ninth line
the following: ‘except
in the Cathante,
[Approved Mar. IB. j
and

for low

water

cases

the nearest
sur-

<

GeuloV-.1''1^
map’

...

ord of tlie
ami

names

of all persons examined
a
record of

provisions

registered hereunder, and

Section

bars

of this act.
13.

The

provisions of this

to

a

n

u

l

v< r rs;

forty-eight

Section

of

D'l’l.' riza Justices of the
« '•>!! t

to

order

notice

{Supreme
on

such

or

has

graduated

in corpora led

from

medical

so me

college

or

regu-

ous

the

to.

articles named iu

■

■■

upon

receipt of vouchers sly m

members of the cm
Section 3. For the. parposurreys hereinbefore prove !•
lawful for the person omp
same to enter upon ail lands v:
man two

nrl.es of this state, but. this

strued

authorizing

as

fcrcnce with

AN ACT in

J

relation

rations.
All street railroad

Street

to

corporation.,

to their char tore d rigid-,
rights and powers conferred lo

by general laws upon street m
tiorif-, subject to the conditio:
and limitations therehv imp
[Approved Mar. 1 ]
CHAPTER 10!
AX ACT to amend

Section *
Revise I fi

seventy-eight,

of the
lating to the Duties
t loners.

of

<

Section eleven, chapter sevent
revised statutes, is hereby am

serting after the words ••court, he
lino of said section,
words: with a suitable room
county law library,’ so that sr! l

.-

second

e

read

as follows:
‘Section 11. They shall, In the
their county, provide and k<
court houses, with a suita*
the county law library; J:i;I •,
for debtors separate from < riiu'.

proof buildings of brick or et
keeping of records an l p
the odices of register of dev*is

:.

a:

and of the clerk of the conns,
lire-proof rooms, and suita 1 e
or boxes for each office, and
necessary

buildings.

[ App. o-,

CHAPTER 103*

create

AN ACT to
work.

Her*

a

up

n

Section h Whoever and*
o
lngsigned by the partie s the>
and stating therein the price r
one of the terms thereof, sells
n is lies any mouuinent ta! let, he
posts, curbing, or other
shall have a lien thereon
ment. of the same.

in
to

•-

«•

Section 2. buck lien shun
term of two years, after tie
ness for such monument, t.

this section without

I0.J

unn

tinn

vault, posts. curl ing c.
work shall liave become di
.shall bo enforced by nil
time aforesaid, and a tin
section

forty-two of c i,

rcfcj$tad statures;

-no

wind.- di

be recorded ia tlie.

\.y«

n

town in which the pro;
is situated.

hun-

[Approved

any

private rights
[ Approved Mar. lc
CHAPTER 100.

Sections.

...

The lien pro;. !•

shall not

npply to any a.
headstone, sold, erected,
pro « of thirty dollars or
[Approved Mr.;

CHAPTER
*

AN ACT for the
VV« irs.

better

:

Section l. No person, ev
pin in <: ‘::i v of s
net or seitio within ib. e 1.
mouth
any weir m:
dollars fo: each ou-n.w.
,v. ..fi or
>'vtion *2.
any v.-. p is )i- reby pc nr.ltt
seines in such wrir.
Seeder,:.;. Finer;::..;;

may lie iv- <>•.
or act ion oi u

.-d by
bt, tor the
when.* the prove- liny a
■•:

pros' rated.

V

CHAPTER

1

j

years eig
nineteen 1

and

governor in hereby autiiorir I.
ders on the state treasury
thereof as maybe rerpii-■ I f,
from moneys not othcrv.

written

signed by at least live commissioners. In ness of the vend'-r. 'Ihe name of an arc;
unsat1
urination
lote, if there be any. f«
case the result of the
dr .1 and four of the revised smtutes is
f a dory, and no renifwab in granted, tnu sbail aiso be upon timin'.-:. livery neglect
hereby amendei b\ inserting after the vroru
so
poisonous article
appli ant shall have the right to another affix su«h label :
“court.” in the lir.st line of said se<uion. tin.*
examination without charge. after an inter- sold before the delivciv thereof to the purwords ‘or any
-e thereof in vacation.
val cf ; .\-i) months, and within twelve chaser shall be punished by a ho :: ■[ ev
o
said section, as amended
shall read
Whoever pnr-. has-.-r.
month;; after the date of his lir-- ex.uiiua-: eeeding fifty dollars.
as follows :
t ion.
Only one of t he pa rim* re, in a firm poisons cs of or toa id and gi-.i a fa: so ..r
‘Section 4S. Vpou such petition the
lous nan
to the vendor
a
need be
registered druggist, provided,
court, or any justice thereof in vacation, the
partner who com])wands medicines he ished by a f'-ne not exceeding fifty dollars.
shall order notice to the supposed claimregistered. All certiorates issued under'hr But noth ing in this section shall be conants, returnable at a on:bo held in the
shad be constantly strued to apply to wii.de ale dealers or to
provision «-f this iv
county where Ue property, or anno pordisplayed, in a conspicuous place, in the maunfac: uriug ch.-mis's io tin ir miles w-.
tion of il lies, and if, upon return of ih
l!!
persons lO VVlio’J the retail trade, uor to the general merchant,
p* oi’e W shop O'
order of notice duly executed, they make
nor to a firm or corporation in trade, who
same were issw d.
default, or. having appeared, disobey tin
i\
t>iti.icaies of two grades or j may sell in unbroken packages
Section 8.
;•
order of tin* court to bring an action y.r.d
the rnanMi'iicturerfi, l’aris gr-• n, Lond-.-npu:
d, whereoi < le sh id
kind' v i> be
try their title, the court shall enter n de..bare that the holder is sviiled in pharmacy j l>!e or oilier poisonous prep.-.rations or com
cree that they be forever debarred and c
l".
the tlesinn-:
of buys,
as in sect wit seven <-f this amt, and the «>:le r i pounds o wl
topped from having or claiming any ririo k'i.d which after the cv.’.mina: am ot ifieap-i beetles,
si.;;;--, gi u!-s..
or title, adverse to the petitioner, in the}
* such as
j worms. T poll each and every package so
pihwnls therefor, may be issued
premises described. If tin* petitioner pr
tu
hall not be less than eight con years of age sold shall be printed iu large- 1
i'ers, the petition may be insert'd like a d*- : mid who have passed the junior
woi
ear In a
poison.
Cvery negle
claraiion in a writ, and served by ropy like
mart of label with the word poison th
1
-•(.iiege of pharmacy or in
a writ of original summons.
If Cue perinw>rp-ew.cd
any
college, poisonous article before the d. 'i.e.y ;»•.pharmacy in
sons so summoned appear and dis a i n
all or served two full years ia an apothe- of to the purchaser shall be punish- d ; y un-right and title adverse to the per'. doner, cary si ore where physicians' prescriptioas not exceeding fifty dollars.
they recover tluir costs. If they claim arc
compounded, shaii do iarc Lli:iL the j Section iib. All acts and parts of nc;
title, they shall by answer show cause why holder is a
qualified assist a.nt. and i-; i inconsistent herew irh, are !n ,-bj repealed.
they should not be required to bring an actho
bustake on nig'1 <•:
[Approved Mur. 10.]
to
qualified
tion and try such title; and the court shall
iness of an apothecary during the temper
make such decree respecting the bringing
ary absence of the registered apothecary,
err AFTER 97.
and prosecuting of such action as seems
and the fee for such assistant's examination
AX ACT relating u> sums paid bj? officers and
equitable and just.’ [Approved Mar. 1G.j
shall bo five dollars.
collectors for Internal
Revenue stamps
Section 0.
Every registered apothecary
affixed to deeds of real estate sold by them.
or qualified assistant who de-ires to conCHAPTER 90.
Section 1. All sums paid by auv ollicar l'or
tinue the business of an root!, .-ary shall internal revume.
stamps to be affixed to any
AN ACT to prevent Incompetent Persons
annually thereafter, during the time he deed of real estate, or int< rest, therein, sold by
from
conducting the business of an shali continue such business mi such date
him on execution, may be taxed by such officer
Apothecary.
as said board may detormimq pay to the
In his return on tlie excciuion, same as other
From and after the
Section 1.
passage secretary of said, board a regi.->i ration fee to fees and costs are taxed.
of this act if shall not he lawful for any be fixed
by said board, but wlik h shall in
Section 2. Ail sums paid by any coins
r of
person within the limits of this state to no case exceed, if a registered apoibocary,
taxes, or treasurer, for internal revenue slumps
conduct the business of an apothecary ur one dollar, i.' a
qualified assistant, fifty to be affixed to ary deed of real estate, or inany part thereof, or display any drugs, cents for which he shall receive a renewal terest, therein, sold l'or non-payment of a tax,
medicine, drug store fittings or furnishings of said registration: and he .shall nor con- shall be deemed apartof the costs and
charges
or any
sign recognized as peculiar to a tinue in such business after ihe date set by l'or making such sale.
[Approved Mar. l(i.]
drug store to give the appearance of any said board for said renewal unless he shall
apothecary store or claim to be or represent have complied with the requirements of
CHAPTER 93.
himself to be an apothecary, except as here- this section.
Any registered apothecary AN ACT authorizing Women to be admitted as
inafter provided.
or qualified assistant, who shall fail to obattorneys to practice law in the Courts ol this
The governor, with the advice
Section 2.
tain a renewal of registration as herein proState.
and consent of the council shall appoint vided within three years after the date set
Section 1. No person shall bo denied admisthree suitable persons to compose the board by said board for said renewal, shall forfeit
sion or license to practice as an attorney at
of commissioners of pharmacy.
The mem- the right thereto.
The fees paid to said la w oil account of .sex.
bers of the present board shall continue to board by virtue of this section may be used
Section 2. This act shall take effect when
hold their offices during
the terms for by said board for the detection ami proseapprox ed.
which they w'ere appointed.
At the ex- cution of violations of this act.
Mar.
one

annually,|p;r the

ninety-nine

a-:

prescription of a physician,
pharmacy. and is competent' l’or the shall affix to the t>oii!e, box or wrapper
!'V
business; the commissi oik-is may give him containing the :m; !i‘ sold a label of r**d
a certificate of that fuel and tliui ho is an
paper, upon which t-liai! be primed in large
w business oi an
letters the word ‘poison.’ and also the wor.l
thoinxou to engage in
spot iinearv. and such c jri udeii,i must he •antidote,’ and the came and place of busilari y

>

and

ninety-fiv relating to Innkeeper?, Boarding |
House Keepers and their Guests.
further penalty of ten dollars for each salsection two mi
chapter one hundred and
nineteen of the public laws of the j-ear of our
on
Lord cig'nli
hundred and ninety-five is hereby amended by adding to paid section the fol-

extend

No registered apothecary
CHAPTER 99.
permit the use of his name AN ACT to authorize a
Topographic jsor certificate of registration In the conduct
the State in cooperation with
^
!
of business of pharmacy when he himself
States Geological Survey.
is not actively engaged in such business in
Section 1. That the governor be
athe store where his certificate is displayed. by authorized to
appoint a com,n.s«in
terms of office shall be three years from the
Section 11.
It shall not be lawful for cousist of three citizens of
,0
this 6ta,
first day of December in each year.
The any store to be kept open for the sale of fled by education and
experience ts,governor by and with the consent of the medicines or poisons, or for compounding vice, to conl'er with the
diroctor orti* *r'
council may remove said commissioners for physicians’
prescriptions, nor shall drugs seutative of the United States
cause.
If a vacancy occurs in said commis- or medicines be exposed or
displayed for veyand to accept its coopera a
sion, another shall L>e appointed n3 afore- sale in any store, except as otherwise pro- state in the preparation and coaipietir.
said 1o fill the unexpired term thereof.
Be- vided herein, unless the same is placed and contour topographic survey and
b'
fore entering upon the duties of their office, kept under the personal control and su- state, which is hereby authorized t.
'", ''
Said commission siiall servo
the commissioners shall be sworn to the pervision of a
withe u
registered apothecary or
‘bal
faithful and impartial discharge of the qualified assistant, but such store may be all its necessary expenses shalla
;
1
same, and a record shall be made thereof under the charge of a qualified assistant by the governor and paid out of tin SUI,‘
Said commission shall hav,
on their commission.
*'.''**'
during the temporary absence of such reg- m’y.
^
range with the director or rapi.'i 1;
Section 3. The members of sc Id board istered apothecary.
tin; United States Geological s
shall meet on 1 lie second Wednesday of DeSection 12.
If any person hereafter on
this survey and map, lt9 e
cember in each year at such time and place gage in or be found in charge or carrying tag
execution, form aud all details of •.
as they may determine, and
shall imme- on a business, or displays any drugs, medi'*
behalf of this state, and
may a.
diately proceed to organize by electing a cines. drug store fittings or furnishings, or the work
executed by the United
president and secretary, who shall be mem- any sign recognised as peculiar to a drug
logical Survey. And it is here! v
bers of the board, and who shall hold their store to give the appearance of an apothei said map shall accurately show ti„
respective offices for the term of one year, cary store, or claim to boor represent mini ; all townships, comities and f
shall give to I he treasurer of the state a s“if
to be an apothecary, contrary to the areas, m this
state, as cxistii,
bond with sufficient sureties, to be ap- provisions of this act. lie shall upon in- attlie time of the
execution of r
proved by the governor and coun-dl, for the dictment
and
conviction
be
subj-ct the location ot all roads, raiii
faithful discharge of the duties of his of- to a penalty of fifty dollars per month canals, lakes and rivers, and
tie
fice.
The said board shall hold three regu- for the first offense, and cue hundred height of all dams; and shall si,,
lar meetings in each year, one on the second dollars per mouth for each and every sub- lines tiie elevation an l dec
Wednesday of December, one on tin* second sequent offense, whether for continuance hi face of the country.
Section 2. Said commissi
Wednesday of April and one on I lie second said business or for engaging anew therein
the prosecution of tiiis so.
Wednesday < i August, and such additional lu violation of the provisions of this a.
that
to be expended upon
meetings r. r such times and places as they The county attorney In each county upon
the United .states Geologi. ,.
shall determine.
complaint made by any one of said commisc ve»ed at the rate of
tw.sn :
Seel ion 4.
The board shall keep a rec- sioners shall prosecute all violations of tin.1
or

■

j

the

la w.’

A

may

weirs

pMitions in vacation.
Sc-qion forty-eight of chapter

thirty of chapter two hundred
eiglry-five of the public laws of eighefendant nor teen hundred and .ninety-seven is hereby
nor it;• re than ten dollar?, to he
amended by aduiiig to said section the folan
i.erion of debt, hut nothing
lowing: Provided further, that it shall
H-i: d slnli he so construed a* to
be lawful to take salmon by weirs on the
municipal courts otherwise Saint Croix river below the breakwater at
he forfeits

e-da
i
fin

to

.Judicial

ion

tiev-fcve::

ACT

and

01.

asv-ithta; d. •da-.tion, i-«*:i::*i hie before a
tri.l jus:icc. judge or r. .rder of a tnumei
oonrt, more; tin-none dollar and
} 1 oj* ]w;! I■>

enone

>

any other
In nil cities hav-

thirty of Chapter two hundred and eighty-five of the
Ih.i ’[
Laws "I eighteen hundred and
ninety seven, relating to close time on

!.)

the

Chapter one hundred and four of the Revised Statutes, relating
petitions to
! ad* from title to real estate,
remove

or

ing ks3 than four thousand inhabitants,
municipal officers shall make such list,
exercising the same powers and being govsection the word- ,l u! nothing herein conerned ! y the same laws as municipal offi-hail h -o (n-irued as
rr.h:
reduce the
cers of towns having five hundred <>r more
i d d. courts Uherv- !-•• c-taUi* led
of
registered voters.’
[Approved Mar. 1G.]
by ’aw.' so ’had -aid section, as ri c eded, shall
read as follow■Sc'dde
If arty a':-;- py >t lav or oilier
person demands «w take.- ;or a vri‘ of attachment vkp:-; a
i;.or an original sum-

to

exceed

10.

suffer

vey, allowance being made at the various oil moneys received and disbursed by said shall apply ia the cases of women whosb;
points for the difference in time. The pro- board, a duplicate of which records shall lipronfier enter upon and carry on the busivisions of this and the preceding sections always be open i<> inspection in the office ness of apothecaries.
This act shall not
Said board shall apply in the case of physicians who prepare
do not apply to weirs built on the sea ol' the secretary of state.
shores.’
I make to the governor and council on or ha- and dispense their own medicines, nor to
[Approved Mar. 30. j
lf ore the first day of January in each year the sale of non poisonous domestic* remedies
a i- 'port mating the condition of pharmacy
and
pa! -lit or proprietary preparations
CHAPTER 03.
in the state, with a full and complete rec- usually sold by grocers and others.
AN ACT to amend Section two cf Chapter ord of all Its official acts during the year,
Section 14.
Any person may enter upon
two
hundred
and
ninety-four of the j and the receipts and disbursements of the the business of an apothecary without o
Public l.aws of eighteen hundred and 'board. The governor and council are liere- certificate required by the foregoing act
eighty -nine, fixing the salary of the Coun- 1 by authorized to have published as many provided, he docs not personally do the duty Commissioners of Kennebec County. copies of said report as may be deemed ties of an apothecary, but employs a duly
Section 3.
Section two of chapter two nee esse ry.
registered apothecary who has sole charge
hundred and ninety-four of the public laws
Said board shall hear oil of compouding, putting up and dispensing
Section 5.
of eighteen hundred and eighty-nine is
complaint.s against any person registered medicines and drugs under the provisions
hereby amended, by striking out the word as an apothecary for the violation of any of this act.
iu
the
second
line
in’’elgliiy"
thereof, and
If any person engaged Ir.
of the requirements of this a't to be perSection 15.
serting In place thereof the word ‘ninety’; iV-rmed by a registered apothecary. hh:.li the b.i dnesu of an apothecary kuowiugiy
also by striking out in I he fourth and fifth complaints shall be made
in writing under
;es any drugs or ingredients in preparing
lines the words, “two d dlars and tweni v- oh:
ii, shall s.*t out the offense alleged, and or compounding a written prescription of
five cents" and inserting in place thereof shall be made within sixty days after the any physician different from those named
the words, ‘two dollars and fifty c ms', so act romp!,lined of lias been committed. in the proscription, he shall upon comic
that satj section, as amended, shall read as S; id board shall thereupon notify the per- lion thereof be fined not less than five dolfollows ;
ron complained against of the charge made lars nor more than one hundred dollars.
‘.Section 2.
Prom and after the fir-1 day against him and of the time ami place
Section 16.
Whoever fraudulently add
of January, in the year of our Lord one when and where the matter will be heard terates, U r the purpose of sale, any drug
be
thousand cm lit hundred and ninety -nin*\ by them; but notice of bearing shall
j or medicine, or sells cuy fraudulently
the salary of each of the county commis- given at least fourteen days prior to the adulterated drug or medicine, knowing the
j
besioners for ■.
same to t o adulterated, shall be punished by
county cf Kennebec, shall be same. He may then and there appear
be
and
two dollars and fifty cents per day, instead
fore the board with bis witnesses
Imprisonment in a jail not exceeding one
of
tne
of the sum imw fixed by law, while actually hear1 by counsel.
I’i: her member
year, or by a fine not exceeding four hun
witnessemployed in the service of the county, in- board may administer oaths to the
j dred dollars; and such adulterated drugs
cluding the time spent in traveling, for es at such hearings, and any person eo and medicine ehall be forfeited, and defalseaffirms
which he shall have ten cents a mile for the sworn who willfully swears or
stroyed under the direction of the court.
distance actually traveled.
Whoever Bells arsenic, arSection 7 7.
ly respecting any mutter upon which his
Section 2.
This act shall take effect testimony is required shall be deemed guilty senlous acid, atropia or any of its salts,
t
m
have
when approved.
pow- chloral hydrate, chloroform, cotton root and
Said board shall
[Approved Mar. 10.]
of perjury.
er to send for persons end compel the atits 11 aid exln.ct, Fowler’s solution, corrosive
tendance of witnesses at said hearings by | sublimate, cyanide of potassium, Donovan’s
1
CHAPTER 04.
solution, ergot and its fluid extract, lauda
process duly served.
Section G. if the full board sitting at num, McMunn’s elixir, morphia or any of
AN ACT redoing to the care, custody and
such bearing sliail lind that the person its salts, sugar of lead, oil of savin, oil o
•' the Minor
Children of Disupport
complained against is guilty of the acts tansy, opium. Parson's vermin exterminavorced Parents.
charged against him, said board may sus- tor, phosphorus, prussic acid, rough on rats,
Section seventeen of chapter sixty of th
his registration as a pharmacist and strychnia or any of i;s salts, tartar emetic,
pend
revised statutes is her,’y amended by inbis cert IIIcate thereof, for such term as the tincture of aconite, tincture of belladonna,
serting at; r the word “divorce" in the
board in their judgment, after due con- tincture of dlgk.alis, tincture of nux vomifirst line of said section the words ‘or any
sideration of the facts may deem for the ca, tincture of vv rat rum viride, crystals of
justice thereof in vacation, so said section,
lest interest of the public, or may revoke carbolic acid or a strong solution of caras amended, shall read or- follows
it altogether, but the certificate of regis- bolic acid, without the written prescription
Tae court making a decree
‘Section 37.
tration of a registered pharmacist shall not of a physician, eliall keep a record of suJt
t-f nullity or of divorce, or any justice
ho suspended or revoked for a cause pun- sale,
he name and quantity of the arti’lo
thereof In vacation, may also decree conishable by law until after conviction by a sold, and the name and residence of the pi r<
<viJi.mr me cure, «.
>o>uy ana suppor;
court of competent jurisdiction.
son or persons to whom it was delivered,
the minor children of the parties and with
Section 7.
livery person not now regis- which record shall be made before the artiwhich parent any of them shall live, alter
of
cle is delivered, and shall at all times be
tered. hereafter entering on the business
its decree from time to time as circuman apothecary, by the payment of the fee of open to inspection by the police authorities
stances require, and in execution of the
ten dollars, to the secretary of said board, and officers of dries and towns: but no sale
in this chapter may eml>ow< rs given j.
except as hereinafter provided shall be ex- of cocaine or its suits shall be made except
ploy any coinpttis vy process which ir deems
amined by said commissioners, and shall to dentists or oa the prescription of a phyproper, by execution, attachment or other
present to them satisfactory evidence that sician. Whoever neglects to k.■■■*> or recti- ctual form.’
I Approved Mar. 3G.J
he lias been an apprentice, or employed In fuses ?o show to said officers such record
an apothecary store where physicians’ pre- shall be punished by a due not exceeding fifty
El IA PTE II 95.
scriptions are compounded, at least three dollars. Whoever sd'.s any of the poisonAN
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chapter three hundred and
: four, is hereby amended by inserting after
the word ‘’state" Li the second line, the
words ‘having four thousand or more inj hal.u>;;n!s,’ and by adding to said section the
following words: ‘In all cities having less
: ban four thousand inhabitants, the muniipa! officers shall make such list, exercising
he same powers and being governed by
the came laws as municipal officers of towns
having iho hundred or more registered
voters.’ so that said section, as amended,

four of the

shra*"? is hereby
Qineut!' J i.y adding alow 1 he v. rd “than” in
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amend
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such
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wnr.iipal in such bond. the judge, oil due j in which he may school auy of said chil<

rivers,

standard

of the children
in
as provided

end residence

number

urer of state to pay to the state superintendent of schools so much of the interest
on the reserve land fund of the township
in which said children reside as, added to

hapter seventy-two of the
a
a-nde-i by adding after

c

is

‘■dalnto?

Eastern

one of this chapter, together with
the cost of schooling said children and the
governor and council shall direct the treas-

i:.>: is.
iv

in

section

Probate

feet

twenty-five feet beyond the one-eighth aforesaid. provided such extension shall not exProvided further,
tion four of this art.
ceed one-fourth of the width of the channel
that no money shall be expended under this
in the Abhagadcsseu and Eastern rivers;
section for the benefit of any township unthird, every such weir shall be stripped
til the inhabitants of said township shall
so as to render it incapable of taking fish
pay to the state treasurer a sum equal to
between the twenty-fifth day of June and
twenty-live cents for each inhabitant therethe fifteenth day of August of each year,
of.
but these conditions apply only to weirs
Section 2.
The state
superintendent
(hat exceed the aforesaid limit of depth.
•shall certify to the governor and council
The
mark on the
enumerated

AN ACT to amend Section three of Chapter
fiexenty-two of the. Kevi-rd Statutes, relat-

two

weir shall

hundred feet; second, no such weir shall obstruct more than one-eighth of the channel,
except in the ‘'atbanco, Abbagadasset and

of

children

year, the remainder of the expense shall
be paid from the fund appropriated by sec-
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the
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for
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provide schooling

to

v

approve.’.

fore mentioned
trance of such

in any unorganized township together with
the amount arising from the per capita
tax called for in this act, is not sufficient

him, with all just credits given,
of llio property inbe
covered by the lion, sufficiently
tend- d to
arc iraU to identify it, and the names of the
o'.viua;, ii known; which shall be subscribed
ami worn to by the person claiming the lien,
or .)> some one in his behalf, and
recorded iu
a hook kepi for that purpose, by
said clerk,
the amount due

together with
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occurring from expiration of
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M!

"i

burial, and if ho die in an unpi:i<x-, the town charger] with the
of
.ep.;*ri
par per* in such unincorporated
of h
burial,
expen
s,.
.■
satisfactory proof by
i: if. « i-y in ; 1 c governor and
council
•••-•
>•: m h dentil a
i payment, the
of his

u.*es

<•

it

••••

-a

-•

r;.,

rludi vr. boride tin* state treasurer to
!•’ r>->\\ i, or ily the am.Mint so pnhi.

•:

id

r*

-a

!

pro.
1.: ••-.

•••

ever

(•'.!:*

yr

<*; :

that the person whose bur-

paid in accordance with the

:is h: <■

:*

act shall nut be eonsitute'd

a

reby: said proof shall contain a eerthe post cwmmander of the post of
(. arid
Arm;. o: the Republic, located
dv which paid said burial
••st Tiu* town •■!
.oati.ig that such person was an
:'••!\ discharged soldier or sailor and in

pauper tin
■

t

-nte

1:

<

h

11

m

circumstances.’
Appr >vo 1 March IT
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CHAPTER hx
v

A

'•

i
1

rt

].':: 11:<i

r
t

v

A

the
vn.rv

.!

r-

.!

f said

!,

>a;

p

se«

"•'•••.

lieu. a.ml the words
.-i.; .( nib lieot f said

a u!
seventeenth line
c” the word and.-and in
;ci ■11 oil after the word
vord *uud,‘ .so that when amenditiuii .-haJl read as follows:

",

•.

•:

'•

at:

(■

chapter foitypa.laws
eighteen hundred
id tie v* hereby :: men led by striking
•■and saii'i piper-"’ n the ninth
<>:

f

i:

a•

.it*

Chapter
eighteen

1

;a-n

and

amend
haws of

to

.-f the Public
d ivmety nine.”
1. Section eleven

•••>•<

.ndr-

t

''An .'vci

v.

!

rfi

v

hi;
m

-i

i.

p
■

c

!-h:d! be for game birds
lime in which it shall be unci.
catch, kill or have them

-Jon; for wood duck, dusky duck,
d black duck, teal and gray
my
time shall be from the first day
thv 'h.
to the li st day of September of each

3 ear, ibr ruffe*! g.. use, commonly culled partridge and v, oodeeck, from the fir.-. ck.y of
December to Sep: ,-mbcr fifteenth: for quail
from
of U<

tr.e
v.

first

i.-cr;

u*t

f

the first day
day of December
plover and snipe, from the
to
first
the
day of August.
May
to

1- r

violates any of the above named
! '•(.• .-: ns of this section shall be subject to a
penalty oi m.-t less than five collars nor more
tb.au ten dollars, for each bird so killed, caught,
M'boewr

or had in possession in cl -*• nme,
No
shall, in any one day, kid or have in
possession more than fit teen oi emli variety
"f the above named birds, except plover and
upe, during the respective open season for
each ; nor shall any person, at any time, kill or
l.ave in possession any ruffed grouse, eoruivonly ailed partridge, except for his own

•based,

person

nsump; on in ims slate, ex* opt as hereinafter provided, under a penalty of five dollars
for each bird so uvUtv: ally killed or had in
possession; nor s.’ial an y person a: any time
sell or offer for sale any ruffed grouse, com-

two hundred

Chapter

een

be

Public

years, to hunt lor, take, catch,
ill or destroy the «-apercailzie, or cock of the
so
o>,
called, black game, so called, or any
term -.1

ten

designate,

a

suitable drill

room

and

armory or place of deposit for the arms,
furnished
equipments and other property
by the State. They shall
also provide
suitable rooms for the headquarters of each
separate battalion, regiment or brigade established within their limits, and a reasonable compensation for the rent thereof, not
exceeding one hundred dollars per annum,

recruited to its maximum.' So that said
ns

‘Section

amended, shall read

as

follows

C>o.

of

infantry

Uach

shall consist of

company

:

first lieu-

captain,
lieutenant, one first serfour
geam.
quartermaster
sergeant.,
two
sergeants, six corporals,
musicians,
and not less than thirty-two nor more than
ninety-two privates, and the commander-inchief shall have authority to authorize the
appointment from the privates of an Infantry company, such non-commissioned officers, artificers and wagoners as will make
its organization correspond with that established for the United States Army, should
the company bo recruited to its maximum.'
Section 2.
Section thirty-nine of said act Is hereby
amended by striking out nil of said section
tenant.

one

one

second

one

one

after the word “lieutenant'’
and

in

the

second

to be

enlisted in

troop

tery.

or

en.

corps
of the

h

company, bat-

of

Section 4.

of the National Guard

by the eomafter application in each
mauder-in-chicf
case by the municipal authorities lu writing. If said premises are used contrary
to the provisions hereof,
there
shall be a
deduction from the rent of the premises
agreed upon, equal to one month’s rental
for each day of such use.’
authorized

Section

amended

follows

as

CHAPTER 127.
AN ACT establishing the
School for Girls.

Maine Industrial

Scctb-ill. The Maine Industrial School for
•Girls is hereby established, to be devoted to
the education, employ incut and reform of girls.
Said school shall be located at
Section 2.
Hadowc 11, in the county of Kennebec, and the
are hereby authorized
behalf of the state to accept the conveyance
from the trustees of the corporation, now established by law under that name, of the school

governor and council

on

‘Section 06.

Any officer may be dishondischarged,
discharged without
orably
honor, or discharged by order of the commander-in-chief, upon the report of a military board of inquiry, or the sentence of a
court martial; or when it shall appear to
him that such officer lias been convicted of
of any crime, or has been dishonorably dis-

charged
the
this

or

dismissed

United States,
or

any other
5.

or

from

the service of

from

the

militia of

State.’

Section
Section seventy-eight of said act Is herelot, buildings and fixtures now used as an industrial school for girls in said Hallowed, by emended by adding at the end thereof,

from "mayor” to
'sheriff,'’ inclusive, and
the place thereof
the word
inserting in
‘justice;’ by striking out in lines seventeen
and

eighteen,

tlie words “a court” and in-

serting In piece thereof ‘such justice;’ by
striking out the words “our justices" in the
twenty-third line and inserting in place
thereof the words ‘a justice,’ by striking
out the entire twenty-fourth
liue thereof
and the first wor.1 of the twenty-fifth liue,
am! inserting in place thereof
the words
‘supreme judicial courtby striking ox.t
the abbreviated word “Esq.,” iu the thirtyin place
sixth liue aud inserting
thereof
the following: ‘Justice of the supremo judicial court:’ by striking out the last paragraph of this section, beginning with the
“and” and
word
ending with the word
“case;” so th: t said section, as amended,
shhl! read

as

follows:

the

following:

‘and

such

drill

room,

ar-

shall

receive

for the first

ten

pay

into actual service for more than ton days,
shall receive the same pay and rations as
the regular troops of the United
States:
and tho rations, when commuted,
shall be
valued at the rate fixed

by the regulations
United States in force at Ihe nine,
but if, when ordered, ihe length of service
should not bo specified, It shall receive for
the first ten days the pay and rations provided by other sections in this chapter for
the Staio troops and after ten days shall
receive the

rations
pay and
of the United States.’

same

regular troops
Section 3 2.
becLion
Is

as

hundred and ten of said

one

the

an

hereby amended by

inserting after the
lino thereof, the
‘is guilty of any conduct
following words
to the prejudice of good order and military
discipline crso that said
section, as
amended, Khali rend as follows :
‘Section lid.
officer
or
enlisted
Any
man who is guilty of any conduct r>> the
prejudice of good order and military discipline or neglects or refuses to perform
the duties of his office, or t<> obey the orders of his superiors, or
is guilty of any
breach of the laws or regulations governing the military forces of the State, or is
guilty of conduct unbecoming an officer,
soldier or gentleman, may be put under arrest by his superior officer
and tried
by
court martial.’
Section 1-1.
Section one hundred
and twelve of said
act is hereby amended
by inserting after
the word “discharged” in the ninth lino
thereof, the .following: 'discharged without honor, discharged ;’ by striking out the
word “offenses” in the twelfth line, and inserting in the place thereof the word offense,'and by adding at the end of said section the following:
‘And they may also
in addition to the foregoing, or
any other
fixed
punishment
by :aw, sentence any enlisted man convicted by them to be dishonorably discharged, discharged without honor, or discharged, or may adjudge him disqualified for life or f. r any term of years
according to the aggravation of the offense
for re-cnl: ;:.:enc
cr lor holding
any milb
So that
said
itary
section,
as
amended, .‘•bad read as follows:
word

“who”

In

the

first

<

‘fcvctiou 11“.
no

other

tence

an

by them,

Courts martial may, when

punishment is fixed by law,
officer

enlisted

or

man

sen-

convicted

of revised statutes shall apply
tions ns are mentioned inch p-.
dred and six of the public la a-

but the coramandcr-In-chlef shall have power to remit or reduce after conviction, all

forfeitures and penalties and to grant reprieves, commutations and pardons, or order a rehearing or new trial in any case
tried or heard under the provisions of this

hundred and ninety-seven.
[Approved Marc),,

act.’

CirAPTEil

Section 16.
Section one hundred and twenty-nine of
said act is hereby amended by striking out
the words “discipline and” in the first line
thereof; by inserting after the word “for”
in the fourth lino thereof, the words ‘said
army or and by adding to said section 1 he
following; ‘The methods of preparing
charges and of procedure for courts mar
tial, boards of inquiry, and other conns or
boards shall in general follow those established for tlni armies of the United States,
except where it may be otherwise provided

ensign of the United S: be
this stale, or who displ:;'.
causes lo bo displayed or c

standard, color
or

provisions of the laws of this
State, sentence an officer or an enlisted
convicted by them, to penalties and
punishments similar to those then provided
for substantially like offenses, by the laws,
regulations and articles of war then governing the armies of the United States, or
to such penalties and punishments, not exceeding those then provided for substantially like offenses, by the laws, regulations
and articles of war then
governing the
armies of the
United States,
a3
may be
prescribed by the commander-in chief.’ so
that said section, as amended, shall read as
The
to

be

ri;pr<'Mcntati >;i of the na:
l nited State- for advert h-u
In any manner mutilate

otherwise defaces or defiles
standards, odors «.r etrbgn.s.

or

cashiered, dishonorably discharged,
diswithout
honor,
charged
discharged, or
reprimanded in orders, anil if senronced *.o
be cashiered
or dishonorably
discharged
the court shall adjudge him disiju.illiied for
life or for any term of years, arding to
the aggravation of tin* <dYer.se, fur holding
And tlc-y may also,
any military office.
in addition to the foregoing, or any
other
punishment fixed by law, sentence any *
Iis;ed man convicted
by thorn to be dishonorably discharged, discharged without
honor, or discharged, <>r may adjudge him disqualified for life r for any Lena of years
according to the aggravation of the offenses,
<

for

r

-enlistment

or

for

holding

any

mili-

used in tl
-or\ iec of
of this state, may have in<.-rh>
actions, words, marl;? ,u
;
thereon pursuant to law or a,
tions, and that associations
o:

j

officers not

cording officer

exceeding

to

reduce

five and

a

re-

the

commander-in
mit

or

uief shall

have

nowru*

»o

n

reduce after

who may be

ordered before them for such

who

have served

beards shall in general follow those estabarmies of the United States,

lished for the

in

the

armv

CH AFTER

except where it may be otherwise provided
in this act, and in time of war. insurrection

A\ A(;X to regulate the Ado.,of Attorney-. Solicitors ;.i
or invasion courts martial may !u addition
provide l'or a Hoard of i.v
Repeal Cojiilic.'iii" Acts.
to the provisions of tho laws of this State,
Section
Era- acini' ah.
sentence an officer or an enlisted man con- of other steles end turrit Mr.*.countries,
viced by them, to penalties and
may ho admitted
punishcases iu any oi the courts or
ments similar to tli »s*? then provided
for courts, but shall not b
oh
substantially 11 ho offenses, by tho laws, oral practice of law in th •*
with
the
via:
m
plying
pro
regulations and art icIch of war Te n gov
vlded, that where the apperuing the armies of the United States, or the HUT'reiiiCJ judicial ro:.r
mission to practice in Lie *
to such penalties and punishments, not ex
of any stale, or n certlV. ■■
reeding those then provided f<>~ substantial any circuit court oft.he hi :•
ly like offenses, by the laws, regulations with tiie veromme: d:iti n
of the court of last res.
and articles of war
then
governing the supreme judicial c urt i:
armies of the United States, ns may bo pre- if satisfied as to ids qualiti -at.
person tc practice on im-tj..
scribed by the eommaudor-in-chief.'
member of the bar of sal 1 c
[ Approved Mar. 17.]
Section 2. Every ether
of full ape, a resident at >1
United States and of a p
u
uiaybo admitted to p< a.
CHAPTER 129.
counselor-at law, ami soil. h-..
in chain rv, In ah the
AN AtT to amend Section one of Chapter t wo state
a
in*u i ui made ii
hundn *1 ami ninety eight-of tho Public. Laws applicant shall first i.m
of eighteen hundred and eighty.nin©, as hereinafter pro-, bleu
j examiners, t*. b- n:•». y.
amended by the Public Laws of eighteen upon the recommend,;:jo,
|
hundred and ninety.nine.
:at i:.g to Hawk -1 * f the supremo judicial <
so--c.s
sufficient b .v, bn/
ers and Peddlers.

..

'■

Section I. Section cue of chapter two hun
■Ireland ninety.eight of the public laws of

‘Section 1.

town

to

town,

N>» person shall
»v Irom place

go
to

place

in

-<

1

■

■

the

sale i.r soiling any
exposed :
eh utcls other than irult grown in due
United States, fruit tree:-, provisions, live ai.i
same

town

goods

or

hereinafter
Section

provided.’

.•section four of chanter two nan
dred ami iiinet v-figlit of the pud;
laws t.f
eighteen hundred and eighty nine is hen
amended by adding at the eml ot said section

the secretary of state u>r the use o; ,he state
the licehisC herein provided 'so that said section, as amended, shall icud as follow*

■Section 1. Every per-on licenced under the
preceding sections shall pay to tin; treasurer of each city or town mention- 1 in h
li
cense the sums following;
for every town
containing not more '.mu one thousand in hubHants, according to the United States census
next preceding the date ot his license, three
dollars; and for towns containing more t an
two

two thousand mand for every thousand
inhabitants in excels of two thousand, two
dollars. Provided, that the pun. s'» t.. bo paid
ouc

thousand,

and less than

habitants, six dollar?

;

to any such treasurer shall in no case cxe.-e i
twenty dollars, hut any resident of a r >wn having an established place of ie: i less therein
f
owning and paying taxes to The amoir.
twenty-live dollars on liis stork in trade ran
in
own
said
his
town
without
peddle
goods
paying any license fee whatever.’
[Approved March 17.]

qualifications

CHAPTER 130.

ter one

amend Se.-tiua seventeen of Chaphuudred and twenty-eight of the. Re-

to

iu

pructi-

■

■■

1.U.1UU mm in un-

iuiiu

board shall, however, ha;
such higher grad. s ol'slutnf
seem proper.
Sect ion ■> The exan a a!.
>>>:'k'-ot mi file hi the ofli«
board, and a record
the name <•! the apple at
tions aiul general mstnui: g
such examination. and finboard shall furnish each
showing the ].irolicienc>
each branch or subject
beeu examined. whether
<

Any applicant

nr:

animation may again api
by showing to the bo ml 5 i:
pursued the siudy f :Im*
io the examination, and
to pay an extra ter for the
In ease any applicant d-.»«*?j
inatimi-, and i' not 1 e*-; to
tiie fee which amnicr :
ret arned to him.
Seer ion U. The board oi
eeive usooinpensai ion be
debars per ila;/ b>i tbc in
»uul the necessary exyndischarge of ilieli dutl«->
v
ing lo, holding, and r*

Statutes, as amended by section two of
Chapter two hundred and eighty-eight, of the
Public Laws of eighteen hundred and eightynine, relating to Tramp?.
Section seventeen of chapter one hundred
and twocty-cight cf the. revised statutes, as
amended by section two of chapter twoliun- annualmn to no c-’niiH n
lin'd and eighty-eialit ot the peulie, laws of the justices of the Mipivuc
video. lr■ von er, that, ail
eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, is hereby vices and expenses shad
vised

further amended

so

that paid section

seven-

teen, u.3 further amended, shall read as follows
‘Section 17. Whoever goes about from town
to tow’n, or from place to place in an/ town,
asking for food or shelter or begging or sub
sisting upon charity, shall be deemed a tramp,
and be imprisoned in the county jail for not
less than sixty days nor more than ten months,
at hard labor lor Ten hours each day,
Sclavs

excepted. And should any person so sentenced refuse to labor in accordance with the
provisions of this section, he shall be provided
with no food except bread and wader, until he
shall consent to labor in conformity with the

requirements of this section. Trial justices
examination; or for the purpose of settling
n adjudges of the municipal and police courts,
or
for
military
question,
any
establishing shall have jurisdiction of all oflenscs arising
and
order
the
discipline;
members
good
under this section.’
thereof and witnesses examined by them
(Approved Alar. 17.J
shall be sworn, tho board shall report to the

!••

hi lids slate a- attuino
lav/and .-oiiciter'and <
an 1, upon s tc.h examinai.
board shall i--ue t>a h
pass the re-,ui rc- e.vnni i a
qualification stating the -:■
plicauh- and recommending
:•■
bar. sm-vii I ■■ard si a!'
number a scrreiaiymi'i r.
make Mich
uics and.
t1
:.i
.‘.aid evain::::11i• i. as
'I in; president of v:i1' .ber whose term ot olid
-u
i:d
lhree niemb-a
a quorum tor the transa-Jsectton 4
The residetc s
applicants shall bn mm
board and sa-: !':>.(•:<»r: c\
produc'd :»v said aypli •••;■moral elntrurfi-r and <>t t!■"11
study of the 1 aw in tJio "tin e
or in Slime recognized Sa w
for at least three years prio;
tion ; and a lee to be fi ve
ot more, thaii moi' v iloli.n
The m
the appli ed:on.
ijuired to submit to a "vo;
.-a.
v iiich shall be prepared i>.
an oral examination by tin
be requ .red to answer c >ri
seventy per cent o: ’hcqu'

or not.

AN ACT

n

■

>

mats, brooms, yda nos, cr/an*. wagons, s,eigli»,
agricultural implements, fuel, i-.ew spapers, I
agricultural products of ihe ( ;die : spg. s, tne
prod uc’s of .bis o'.vu laborer the labor of his
family, no patent of his own iuvemion or in
which lie. lias become in'ore led by beluga
member of any firm or stoel.iioldcr In am or.
I oration which, has purchased the pa; eut nnt:!
he shall have procured a license si> to do as

to prop, if j me I•
selor-at-iaw* ntwl solicit'»;
chancery in t in- conn
sou sha.il be <-'..lit!c 1 ••. m■>,. -,
hqi 1 counselor at -inw amt
color in chancery m !!.N >t-r.
1 ic 1 iso11 H<» to (,
i, 'Mi:
iy
o ••no.
••section :j. Tin
orujurmlati'nj of
pii1 nih judicial con r, nui
u
ilay or’ July,eighte. i.
o\
upp* ini a' board
Ti\
ompotviil
uxauiination oi njtyiif.int- f
to the t ar, w U-»s" i. nil of
b .v,Oil" for uni- .. c:t
for three years, one t«»r o
"V live
i. >,
> ears and t!
governor, on like rccann-."
<n
oj1"
Pm
me
mb',
point
f live years, .■■■e h boy
at Port laud in Januui
A •;
Augusta in Octobor, xno
•supreme jodmhil cuurr, nr
ine-s and plmv.s in : he :'
judicial court snail dir--<
examining all applicantbar, as P. ti’ee' .ugi

u

,.

aboc.i from

following words, “but any re-id,-al of a
having a p ace. of business 1 herein, own
Section one hundred and fourteen of said mg and paying taxes to t a: amount
tw.odyfiv'e
on his stock in trade can peddle
dollars
act is hereby amended by striking out the
said
liis
own
town
in
witlio
goods
pa-mg to
words “not less than three nor more then

more

w

United States may place a
ferent corps, by
tho array
of the United
firms upon linps borne, liy tin-,
Stales or such system as may her* after be
memorial purposes, ami dabdirected for said army or the militia by the;
accredited committees of ;
laws of the
United
States, shall be ob- may during the campr.n.'.n
served by the National Guard of the State1 election for
president me!
of. Main?.
The
cf
methods
preparing the United Statu". attach the
charges and for procedure for courts mar respective cam! u lutes to the !
tial, boards of inquiry, and other courts or
'Approved MU-

town

five officers” in the second and third Hues,
and inserting in the place thereof ’ore «„■:•

'•

!.

-1

••

Bystem of field ox
observed, in the dif-

the

tary office.’
Section 15.

..

v

public or private i*; •] ::
by a tine of not less than
fifty dollars. Provided, h.
ei,
standard", colors

pay a fine of not
dollars and costs

any oilier punishment fixed by law.
sentence an officer convicted by them 1.1 be

ing

a

or

follows
1L‘0.

tn-i,:

this stale upon v..
he placed or ntnv •'

device, advertisement <;r
any person who shall artuen
upon any goods, waves
imitation «>r reprc3cntat.,.,i
flag of tin; United Shite.:, <u-

man

ordered

or

flag of

manner

lion to the

‘Section

,.

or

in this act, and in time of war, Insurrection
or invasion courts martial
may in ad li

crcise

1

any Inscription, device. «v,
notice whatever upon any ti.

■

amounts received as fee.: :i•
■Section 7. On tlie first 0.
of each year raid board t-1
sum ot money in the hand
received for fees, in ewe
said board during the pr«
of the s,
the treasurei
state, for the use of rite i.t v
counties. There shall be p->;
of each county a sum of
to the number <>f students
county as compared wiru ;
examined in the state.
Sections. Se Liens c\vt.*nt
four of chapter srvcntj
statutes and all other ac-f
1
Ju* re with are h<
inconsistent
Section i). Kxeepl. so ta
appointment of the hoard •:
>
pro idol lor, tills act slmi
.September one, nineteen mi
Section 10. The provtsio
■> prisms
ehr.not apply
admission to the bar are y c.
this act takes effect.
{Approved ilar
:•

..

>

1

-•

:f

:

r

AN ACT relative to the I* >
tion or improper use of the
United States or of this St:,
Any person who in any mat >;
tion or display, places or can

to

conviction. a:i forfeitures and penalties end to grnnt
rrj '.-mv
and
commutations
pardons, or order a reSection 10.
trial
in
hearing or new
any case tried or
Section ninety-nine of sa t act Is hereby
heard under the provisions of this aei.' so
amended by Inserting after the word “cavthat said section, as amended, shall read as
alry” in the third lino thereof, the words
follows :
‘the signal corps and the ambulance corps
114.
The commander in'like
‘Section
so that said section, as amended, shall read
may, from time to time, appoint
military
as follows :
beards of Inquiry to consist ol’ one t more
‘Section 99. There shall be allowed for
five
not
and
a
officers
exceeding
recording
each horse actually
employed by officers
officer to reduce tbe proceedings and evirequired to be mounted, three dollars per
whose
It
in
shall
be to
writing,
dence
duty
day and forage : for horses used Jn the
examine into any military transaction, or
cavalry, the signal corps and the ambulance
Into the qualification, efficiency and procorps, and by non-commissioned officers and
priety of conduct of any officer or soldier,
required, tv'o dollars
orderlies when
per

commander-in-chief, who may take such acCHAPTER 131.
tion, by order or otherwise, as he may deem AN ACT to repeal Section li.
advisable, but If the report Is adverse to
three hundred and six of tlie r
any officer or soldier, and is approved by the
eighteen hundred and ninety,,
commander-in-chief, ho may in his discretion
lng to Taxes on Wild Land".
Section 1. Section live of
dishonorably discharge, discharge without
honor or
vacate the
of such hundred and six of the public i,
commission
officer, or dishonorably discharge, discharge hundred and ninety-seven is!., ;.
Section 2. Section eighty-tv,
without honor or discharge
such
soldier,

exceeding two eighteen hundred and eigluy-nine, as amended
of witm-ses: by the public laws of eighteen hundred and
and all fines and
costs imposed
by them ninety-nine, is herd);/ amended, by in-orting
may bo recovered by the adjutan: general after the word “brooms’* the words ‘piam-s
in an action of debt
in the
organ.-, wagons, sl« igh-,’ so that said -.-. “.on.
name of the
Suite.
They may in addition to tie- forego- as amended, snail 1 aid as follows
hundred

proceedings
and evidence in writingby striking ou:
that part of the section beginning with tin*
word “imputation'’ in the
fourth
line, t-;
and Including the
word
“general-’ in th*
seventh line, and Inserting in the place
Section S.
thereof tlie following:
‘into the qualii:-aSection ninety-one of said act Is hereby
ana propriety of conduof
amended
the
word non, cinc.ency
by inserting after
officer or soldier;’ by striking out in
in the second line thereof, the any
“Guard"
the eleventh and twelfth lines thereof n,.following words; ‘or licensed company;'
as described in
r
so that said
shall following; “proceed
section, as amended,
lations and shall;” bv inserting aft-r tin*
read cs follows.:
No parade or voluntary ser- word “commander-in-chief” in the twmffih
'Sectiun 91.
‘vs ho may take such action by order or
vice shall he performed by any organiza- line,
otherwise as ho may deem advisable, but;’
tion of the National Guard or licensed comby striking out the word “such” in the
pany under arms or with Stale uniform,
thirteenth liue and inserting in tlie pirn.without the approval of the commander inthereof 1 he word ‘any;’ by inserting
or
chief.’
the word “officer” in
the thirteenth
line
Section 9.
thereof the words ‘or soldier;’
by striking
Section ninety-eight of sard act Is hereby
out tlie words “the commission of suuh offiamended by striking out the words “twentycer shall” in the fourteenth line, and iinlive dollars,“ being the fourteenth and fifwords “be vacated” in
the fifteenth
Jin.
teenth words In said section, and inserting
and inserting in the place thereof the lffi!
in place thereof the words 'one hundred
‘lie may, In his discretion. dffih.-udollars;’ so that said section, as amended, lowing:
orably discharge, discharge without h.-nor
shall read as follows;
or vacate the commission of such officer, or
Assistant
‘Section 98.
adjutants gendishonorably discharge, discharge without
eral and adjutants of regiments of the Nahonor or discharge such soldier,
but the
tional Guard shall receive
one
hundred

day and forage : and for each draft horse
in batteries of light artillery, not
mories, headquarters or other places pro- employed
sixteen to each platoon, the suun
vided for in this section, shall be held for exceeding
expense.of maintaining said school.
two dollars per day, which shall be in
Section 3. The government of said school is the exclusive use of the National Guard, of
full for use.'
hereby vested in aboard of six trustees, con- unless otherwise authorized by the comupon the condition that the state shall hereafter
assume the entire charge, responsibility and

It

of the

Section G.

sixty-six of said act is hereby
by inserting after the word “be”
species of the pheasant, except ruffed grouse, in the first line, the words ‘dishonorably
dollars and adjutants of separate batalions,
or partridge,
under a penalty of fifty dollars discharged, discharged without honor, or;’
ton dollars annually in addition to the porlor each offense.
so that said section, as amended, shall read
[Approved Alar. 17.]
diem pay herein provided.’
:
•v

by striking out tho word
line, and Inserting in
place thereof the word ‘fifty,’ and in the
fifth line inserting after the word “care”
the words ‘and responsibility ;’ so that said
section, as amended, shall read aa follows :
‘Section 100.
The commander-in-chief,
under such regulations as ho may prescribe,
may authorize the payment to commanding
officers and clerks of organizations of the
National Guard, such sum annually as he
shall determine not exceeding fiffy dollars
to captains for care and responsibility of
property, and twenty dollars to clerks for
keeping records.'
Section 12.
Section one hundred and four of said act
i3 hereby amended
by adding at the end
thereof the folowing:
‘but if, when orthe
of
dered,
service should not be
length
in the fifth

and rations as tho regular troops of the
United States,’ so that said section, as
amended, shall read as follows:
‘Section 104. The militia, when called

use

..

cause

amended

“thirty”

]

here-

for the exclusive
unless otherwise

in

Inserting

by

hundred of said act Is

one

specified,

place thereof the
'.Section 8I>.
When
there
Is, in
any
following: ‘two first class sergeants, one
county, a tumult, riot, mob, or a body of
one
quartermaster sergeant,
acting hospital men acting together by force with Intent
with rank of sergeant,
two sersteward,
to commit n vlouv, or to offer violence to
geants. four corporals, and not less than
by force aud viopersons or property, or
nor
than
fifteen
ten
more
privates;’ so lence to break and resist the laws of the
as
that said section,
amended, shall read
State, or of the United States, or when
ns follows :
or mob
is threatened,
riot
such tumu 1
00.
The
■Section
signal corps shall con- and tiie fact is made I"
to the
appear
sist of one second lieutenant, two first class
commander-in-chief, or any justice of the
one
quartermaster sergeant, one
sergeants,
supreme jidkial court in term time or vanciing hospital steward, with rank of sercation, the commanderun-chief may issue
four
corporals, and not liis
geant, two sergeants,
order, or such justice may issue a prenor
more
less than ten
than fifteen pricept, dire tied to any commander of a brivates.'
gade. regiment or company, directing him
Section 3.
to order his command, or a part thereof,
of
said
set
is
Section forty-five
hereby describing the kind and number of
troops,
tided
aim
by adding at the end thereof the to
at the
time and
place therein
appen
following: ‘and be is hereby authorized
civil
to
aid
the
authorities
in
specified,
supand directed 1 > cause to be enlisted in each
pressing such violence and supporting the
company, battery, troop or corps of the-Naif
which
issued
such
laws;
by
precept,
justional Guard, as a part of the authorized
tice, shall be in substance as follows:
enlisted strength thereof, under rules and
STATE OF MAINE.
regulation-, to be prescribed by him, a.
.S3.
competent person as cook, who shall take ;
<L. S.‘ To (insert the officer's title) A.
rank as, and be allowed the pay of a corL:., commanding (insert his command.)
of
the
of
arm
the
service
to
which
i
he
poral
Whereas, it has been made to appear to
belongs, and whose duties in connection |
a
justice of our supreme judicial court,
with the
and
of
the
preparation
serving
that (l.ero state one or more of the causes
food cf the enlisted men of the company,
above mentioned.) in our county of.......
battery, troops or corps and with the suand military force is necessary to aid the
and
instruction
of
enlisted men
pervision
civil authority in suppressing the same;
authorized
to
be
detailed
to
assist
hereby
now, therefore, we command you that you
shall
be
in
the
Ida,
prescribed
regulations
cause (here state the number and kind of
for the government of the National Guard.
armed, equipped, and with
Each cook will he required to attend such troops required.)
ammunition, as the law directs, and with
drills and exercises as will qualify him for
either
officers,
attached
to
the
proper
the performance of the
duty of a soldier
troops, or. detailed by you, to parade at
under arms
when necessity requires.’
So
on.. then and there
that said section,
as emended,
shall read
to obey such orders as may be given them,
as follows:
acording to law. Hereof fail not at your
‘Section
45.
The
commander-1 n-chief
peril ; and have you there this writ, with
authorize
the
may
appointment of addiyour doings returned thereon.
tional
non-commissioned
officers
lu the
Witness, G. T. B., justice of the supreme
several
of
the
organizations
National
judicial court, at.. on the....... .day,
Guard, and upon the staffs of commanding
of.... in the year.
officers whenever the service shall require,
and lio Is hereby authorized and directed to
line,

Section

days the pay and rations provided by other
other places sections In this
armories,
headquarters or
chapter l'or the State troops
provided for in this section shall be held and after ten days shall receive the same

hundred and

section,

Section 11.

raay bo allowed to the town so furnishing,
and paid by tho State, and such drill room,

Laws

the
National
authorized enlisted
Guard, as a part
monly railed parts id go, within tnis state, under strength thereof, under rules and regulaThai H:u'.iu penalty; nor shall any person or tions to be prescribed by him, a competent
<•
-vp-.‘ration <\.-rry o* transport from place to person as co#k. who shall take rank as,
] la. any of tlie birds mentioned iu this see- and be allowed the pay of a corporal of the
t so::, in
season, nor in open season, unless arm of the service
to which
he belongs,
v,-. iu good and plainly labeled with and whose duties in connection
with the
the owner's name and residence uud accompreparation and serving of the food of the
v;:b\ him unless tagged in accordance enlisted
men of the
company,
battery,
with ci*rti-• n weur.y-six of this chapter, under
troop or corps and with the supervision
t :,c—.line rouroi;.
Ary person, not the actual and instruction of enlisted men
hereby auwj
.*f surli bird, who, to aid another in such
thorized to be detailed to assist him, shall
r
itaiio'.i, falsely
represents himself to be
prescribed in the regulations for the
he tbe owner thereof, shall be liable to the same
government of the National Guard. Each
penalty; nor shall any person or corporation
cook will be required to attend such drills
•rw “r transport at any one time more than
and exercises as will qualify him for the
ffro* r. if anyone variety of the birds above
of the duty of a soldier under
naumd as the property of one person, under performance
the same penalty; and it shall be unlawful for arms when necessity requires.’

a

he may

Section eighty-four of said act Is hereby
cf eightninety-three, relating to amended by striking out the word “twice”
in the second
line ami inserting
in the
the Militia,
See! ion 1.
place thereof the word ‘once;* so that said
•Section thirty-five
of said act Is hereby section, as amended, shall read as follows :
‘Section
The
commander-in-chief
Si.
amended by inserting after the word “sergeant’’ in the third line thereof, ;ho words shall call meetings of the commissioned ofilonce
each
‘one quartermaster sergeant ;’ by striking cers of each regiment at least
out the words “forty-two” and “fifty-six” year for military Instruction.’
in the fourth line thereof, and inserting in Section 7.
the places thereof, respectively, the words
Section elgtliy nine of said act
is hereby
'thirty-two' and 'ninety-two,’ and add- amended by striking out Ilia: part of the
ing at the end of said section tlio words section beginning with the word “or” fol‘and the commander-In-chief shall have au- lowing the word “commander-in-chief” In
thority to authorize the appointment from the seventh ’.me, to and Including the
the privates of an infantry company such word “thereof” in ihe tenth line, ami in
and
uncommissioned officers,
artificers
serting in the place of these words ‘or any
wagoners as will make its organization cor- justice
of the supremo
judicial court iu
with
ihat
established
for
the term
respond
time or vacationby striking out
United States Army, should the company the words in the eleventh and twelfth lines

sixty six of the

<••

'-•

to emend

ma.nder-ln-chief after application In each
case by the municipal authorities lu writing. if said premises are used contrary to
the provisions hereof, there shall bo a dednetion from the rent of the premises
agreed upon, equal to one month’s
rental
for each day of such use.’ So that said section, ns amended, shall read as follows:
'Section 78. Municipal officers shall provide for each company of the National
Guard located within the limits of their
respective towns, subject to he approval
of tho commander-in-chief or dich officer as

